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Support Live Encounters. 
Donate Now and Keep the Magazine Live in 2021

Live Encounters is a not-for-profit free online magazine that was 
founded in 2009 in Bali, Indonesia. It showcases some of the best 
writing from around the world. Poets, writers, academics, civil & 
human/animal rights activists, academics, environmentalists, 
social workers, photographers and more have contributed their 
time and knowledge for the benefit of the readers of: 

Live Encounters Magazine (2010), Live Encounters Poetry & 
Writing (2016), Live Encounters Young Poets & Writers (2019) 
and now, Live Encounters Books (August 2020).

We are appealing for donations to pay for the administrative 
and technical aspects of the publication. Please help by donating 
any amount for this just cause as events are threatening the 
very future of Live Encounters.

Om Shanti Shanti Shanti Om

Mark Ulyseas
Publisher/Editor
markulyseas@liveencounters.net
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Denise O’Hagan
Capturing the Spirit:
Contemporary poetry from 
Australia and New Zealand Aotearoa

Denise O’Hagan 

D E N I S E  O ’ H A G A N

© Denise O’Hagan

G U E S T  E D I T O R I A L

When considering the rich and varied stream of submissions from Australia 
and New Zealand Aotearoa, I was struck by how many were so universal and 
timeless both in theme and style that they transcended any geographical 
boundaries except perhaps that of our global community. I deliberately 
elicited a broad sweep of poetic voices, from the emerging to the established 
to the highly renowned, crowned by the prodigious talent of David Malouf, 
whom I had the honour of interviewing. 

Let us look more closely at the poems to hand. With the unique power 
conferred by poetry to peel back the layers of our conscious, public life and 
find a voice to express emotional truths and map out internal landscapes, 
these poems merit close attention. By turns affirming, poignant and 
disturbing, they touch on a multitude of subjects, both obliquely and, at 
times, directly, and do so in a variety of styles – from free verse to prose 
poetry, from villanelle to monostich poems. Impossible though it is to pay 
individual tribute here, certain themes recur.

The ancient lands of the Aboriginal and Māori peoples who originally 
inhabited them feature prominently, together with an acknowledgment that 
it is to nature we often turn when in distress or in simple meditation. The 
aching beauty of a night-blooming cereus, for instance, awakens us to what 
we may fear we have lost in our relationship with nature. Again, implicit in 
the lingering smell of burnt wood in summer, the splendour of a misty dusk, 
or the delicate twists of a eucalypt tree is a plea to nourish rather than 
exploit our natural environment. 

Denise O’Hagan was born in Rome and lives in Sydney. She has a background in commercial book publishing in Routledge, Collins 
and Heinemann (London) and Horwitz and Cambridge University Press (Sydney). In 2015 she set up her own imprint, Black 
Quill Press, to assist independent authors to publish professionally. She is also Poetry Editor for Australia/New Zealand for Irish 
literary journal The Blue Nib. Her poetry is published widely and has received numerous awards, most recently the Dalkey Poetry 
Prize 2020. Her debut poetry collection, The Beating Heart, is published by Ginninderra Press (2020). 
https://denise-ohagan.com/   
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D E N I S E  O ’ H A G A N

© Denise O’Hagan

G U E S T  E D I T O R I A L

Inextricably linked with the land is the animal and bird kingdom in all its threatened 
majesty. And so, while our eyes are opened to the intricate trajectory created by the 
migration of birds in France, the tiny life of a New Zealand moth, or a solitary Sydney 
tern, we are also called to face our brutal and systematic cruelty towards animals – 
the suffering of racehorses, the extermination of sheep, or the kangaroo cull. 

Familiar images of thundering freeways and congested traffic are unflinching reminders 
of the costs of industrialisation. We see topsoil depleted and rivers turning sickly 
and are forced to acknowledge our own complicity in creating a world where beauty 
resides in an oil slick or the curling of cigarette smoke. Clearly, many poets support a 
sustainable lifestyle, and the poetry reflects it. This is ecopoetry at its best.

Some of the most chilling works explore the ongoing predicament of women in society. 
Perhaps in part due to the pandemic, a steep rise in domestic violence has been 
reported in this part of the world, particularly against women, and often at the hands 
of men in their families. And so we are called to face the harsh reality of women 
scrounging food in life on the streets, girls who need to watch their own fathers, or 
the heartbreaking mementoes of fatal attacks on women in supposedly safe public 
spaces.

Yet the resilience of women is as much a theme as their ill-treatment, and it comes in 
many forms – in the girl mourning the father who abandoned her, for instance, or the 
young mother struggling to breastfeed her baby, trusting in instinct and love to see her 
through. In mythologies, too, we see an enduring female strength as, for instance, the 
poem in which shifting perspectives lend a twist to the story of Odysseus, revisited 
from the point of view of his abandoned wife, Penelope, whose reflections embody 
both stoicism and a sharp intelligence.

This is not the only poem invoking the rich heritage of Ancient Greece and Egypt, 
bringing the past to life. Privy to an archeologist’s delirium, one poem treats us to a 
series of mosaic-like images ranging from Akhenaten and Nefertiti to ruins at Knossos; 
another recalls the translations of the Iliad and the art and sculptures lining the 
Panathenaic Way; and yet another plunges us into the imagined mind of Cassandra 
of Troy, cursed to prophesy correctly yet never to be believed.

Portrayals of love and other emotions, and the complex web of feelings that emerge 
when treading the liminal spaces of loneliness, ageing and loss offer poignant counter-
points to the more obviously confronting works. Those poems about our inner states 
are often meditative, teasing out our memories, hopes and dreams. In one instance, 
for example, a lake’s green algae recalls the sometimes cloying nature of our own 
thoughts. The abiding power of symbolism is revealed in the rituals of ladling out soup 
or brewing fennel tea, and also resides all manner of physical objects from a Holter 
monitor to a painted vase and a wig. Some poems are deeply philosophical, whimsical 
even, pondering the colour of oblivion or the shape of aspiration, and summing up 
experiences not in the light of what they bestow, but of what eludes us – such as the field 
of lavender in which we never stood, a dalliance in Andalusia that never happened.

There’s a metapoetical dimension to some of the works, too, as in contemplations of the 
yawning blankness of the unwritten-upon page, our tendency to try to impose order 
through language, and the lurking fear of never being able to write again. Conversely, 
there are glorious instances of the rush of words likened, for example, to the flow of 
mackerel in the tide.
 
The sense of discovery and revelation associated with writing poetry that David Malouf 
touches on might be extended to the act of reading it. Either way, we are left feeling 
privileged in being, however briefly, witness to someone else’s world, and with an 
intimation of the other. I’m proud to present this tapestry of talent, and delighted to 
help showcase the critical place that our writers hold on the wider stage. May you enjoy 
reading all the works and emerge moved in the way that only poetry can move us.

Finally, I would like to extend my heartfelt thanks to Mark Ulyseas, Managing Editor 
of Live Encounters Poetry & Writing, for his kind invitation to me to guest edit the May 
edition of this wonderful journal, and to all the poets who have contributed to make 
this edition what it is.
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David Malouf. Photo credit: Conrad Del Villar.

D A V I D  M A L O U F

Widely considered one of Australia’s finest writers, David Malouf was born in 1934. After teaching in Britain in the sixties, he 
returned to Australia in 1968 where he taught at Sydney University until 1977. His fiction includes Ransom (2009), The Conversations 
at Curlow Creek (1996), Remembering Babylon (1993), An Imaginary Life (1978) and Johnno (1975), and he is the author of three 
volumes of stories and various poetry collections, including Earth Hour (2014), Wild Lemons: Poems (1980) and Bicycle and Other 
Poems (1970). Among his many awards are the Australia Council Award for Lifetime Achievement in Literature (2016), the Neustadt 
International Prize for Literature (2000), the International Dublin Literary Award (1996), the Miles Franklin award (1991), the 
Commonwealth Prize for The Great World (1990), as well as being short-listed for the Booker Prize (1994).

© David Malouf

David Malouf
in conversation with
Denise O’Hagan
Denise: Good morning, David, and thank you for kindly 
agreeing to this conversation. You’re a poet and playwright, 
librettist and essayist as well as a novelist, so I might begin 
by asking what drew you to the world of words in the first 
place?

David: The need to discover what I most deeply under-
stood at first, as only the writing itself – words in their 
moment of appearing on the page – could reveal it to me. 

Denise: Inspiration comes in many forms – people, place or 
something else entirely. What shape does inspiration take 
for you, and has this changed over the years? 

David: The sudden apprehension, set off by something 
seen and heard, or misheard or misread, of a new insight 
into things, that if I allowed the act of writing to reveal it 
would appear on the page and be there to be read.

Denise: Turning to your poetry, now, it is known not only for 
its lyricism and imaginative power, but also for its themes 
of ‘interconnectedness’, a sense of navigating the space 
between things and people. Is this also how you consider 
your work?

David: I think of poetry as revealing to me, as writer or 
reader, what I think and feel most intensely but also most 
deeply, but in a spirit of play, both verbally and in active 
consciousness. What I hope to discover there is my ‘real’ 
identity.  

I N T E R V I E W - P O E M S

With warm thanks to Simon Farley, Fryer Librarian, Fryer 
Memorial Library of Australian Literature, The University 
of Queensland, for helping to facilitate this interview.
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D A V I D  M A L O U F

© David Malouf

Denise: It is said that in times of crisis, people turn to poetry for inspiration, or consolation. 
Do you feel that with the recent crises – the Australian bushfires and global pandemic 
– poetry may be becoming ‘used’ in the interests of certain ideologies?

David: Poetry has nothing to do with issues or ideologies or opinions – or not as I – 
as a writer or reader – understand it.

Denise: Following on from that, what advice would you give to an aspiring poet?

David: I’d offer the same advice as Kipling and DH Lawrence.
Kipling - ‘When your daemon is in charge, do not try to think consciously. 
Drift, wait, and obey.’
DH Lawrence - ‘A young man is afraid of his demon and puts his hand over 
the demon’s mouth sometimes and speaks for him. And the things the 
young man says are very rarely poetry.’

So I have tried to let the daemon have his say.

Denise: Writers work in different ways. Do you have a favourite writing routine – a 
time of day, method of working or anything else that you find conducive to writing?

David: Fiction demands discipline and persistence of a daily routine. Poetry appears 
out of nowhere, when it wills.

Denise: And finally, a practical question. We live in an age of increasing dependence 
on technology for both writing and the dissemination of our writing, yet I believe you 
prefer to work by hand. Why is this?

David: Writing is as much a bodily activity as a mental one. The pace at which the hand 
moves across a page seems to be one where first and second thoughts can appear 
almost instantaneously. 

Denise: Thank you very much for your thoughts and time. It is an honour for us to have 
your participation in this special edition, and we have no doubt that our readers will 
be thrilled!

Mulberry Tree Dreaming

Parachute silk comes spooling out of the mouths 
of a silkworm factory; rumbustious breath 
of the big tree’s rebel stillness rocks the house. 
Invisible rip-cords jerk, sing, take the strain, 
and new light mushrooms skyward, a ceremony 
of change that no hands work; eyelids fatten, 
creep, from spirit, its actual meat, shape strange 
cosmologies that hold. Lords of the second 
breath and transformation, we too shake loose; 
our meaty souls grow light, grow luminous, 
break free of their sticky net of fingerprints, 
dull household chores, events. Is it enough, 
we ask, this faith, this breath? Can we ascend 
for ever? The grain of doubt finds its counterweight 
of earth and earth falls upward, takes us, heart 
and heel. The mulberry-tree, its filaments 
all sheer flame, seethes and billows. Tough limbs deal 
with the play of its buckled shadow on a wall. 

David Malouf, Poems 1959-1989, University of Queensland Press, St Lucia, 1992.

I N T E R V I E W - P O E M S
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From a Plague Year                                                          

A sign first in the sky, then other tokens, 
but plainer, on the flesh. June’s thirty suns 
flared and we were tinder. Flies appeared 
and bubbled in pools, their green gaze multiplied 
the dead. But we, the elected, all that term 
kept house, kept shop, kept silence, knowing no harm 
would come to us. We paid our taxes, served 
on juries, saw men punished or reprieved 
from death under the law. God’s eye 
was on us. Like a red-hot cautery 
it pricked and burned. Who keep His just commandments 
shall live. No terror can afflict the saints.

But still each week the numbers swell, the needle 
glows. In a devil’s covenant, through all 
the colours of the rainbow, pale flesh bruises 
black, then stinks and softens. We stop our noses, 
the death-cloud blooms. We find its dark seeds scattered 
like sunshine, everywhere. 
                  And so we board 
our houses up, burn pitch, read in the Book 
and choke. By day no footfall, no wheel’s creak 
in the cobbled square. At night the town’s aswarm 
with cries, a fearful traffic. Dung-carts climb 
to where, in moonlit fields, whole families meet 
at the real pit’s edge, new nameless suburbs greet 
new citizens; they seethe like privy holes. 

Some say the plague’s a rat, soft-bellied squeals 
in the rushes underfoot, a red-eyed fever 
that glares. Or blame the Jews. Or claim the air 
itself turns poisonous; where warm breath clouds 
a glass invisible armies spawn, one word’s 
enough to quell a city. It is death 
we suck on now. The plague in our mouth. 

No help! Gender of spiders on the tongue 
that preaches, curses, pleads, God’s judgment wrung 
in black sweat from our limbs. Are we in Bedlam 
or is it Hell that rocks us with its flame? 
The sickness in this month is grown so general 
no man can judge. It comes to this: we kill 
our neighbours with the very prayers we sigh 
to Heaven. O my Lord, spare me, spare me. 

David Malouf, Poems 1959-1989, University of Queensland Press, St Lucia, 1992.

I N T E R V I E W - P O E M S D A V I D  M A L O U F

© David Malouf
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To Be Written in Another Tongue                                                          

As for example, the language in which my grandfather 
dreams now he is dead, or living, 
muttered in his sleep. Clouds 

flow to a different breath, daylight moons hatch from the stillness 
of a different dark, 
where owls drop from the sun, dirt-coloured starlings 

by other names than we know them gather 
the dusk, grain by grain let fall the shadow of their bodies. 
Such ordinary events 

are poems in another tongue and no translation 
possible. Owl 
with its heavy blood and vowel an open mouth 

too slow to snatch the heads off 
dustmotes. Humming-birds 
like Giotto’s tear-stained kamikaze angels 

sorrow, having learned 
their name in a dead language 
is entrée to a steel-meshed aviary or Table of Contents, 

some grey Jardin des Plantes. Grandfather mumbles 
our names in the earth. We come 
to light out of his mouth, oracular bubbles. 

I range through the thesaurus 
for a word: homesickness, yearning 
of grandsons for a language 

the dead still speak, the dying in their sleep still 
mutter, the advent 
of common objects, strange upon the tongue. 

David Malouf, Poems 1959-1989, University of Queensland Press, St Lucia, 1992.

I N T E R V I E W - P O E M S D A V I D  M A L O U F

© David Malouf
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T H E  M E E T I N G 

Amanda Anastasi

A M A N D A  A N A S T A S I

Amanda Anastasi is a Melbourne poet whose work has been published in unexpected places, ranging from the Artists’ Lane walls 
in Windsor to The Massachusetts Review. She is a two-time winner of the Ada Cambridge Poetry Prize and a recipient of the 
Wheeler Centre Hot Desk Fellowship, where she wrote a series of poems set in the year 2042. She is currently Poet in Residence 
at the Monash Climate Change Communication Research Hub, and her new poetry collection, ‘The Inheritors’, will be released in 
late 2021.

© Amanda Anastasi

The Meeting

It was the instant crease at the centre of your brow that latched me. 
The way you clipped your vowels. Your unequivocal consonants
online messages and live streams could never manage to capture.
How your eyes darted to register a passer-by and how those pools, 
indefinite in tone, upon the mention of Yeats would lift their veil, 
the irises lightening. How your voice sailed in and out of my ear 
with Mozartian ease, without muffle or electronic interruption;
no vacant or misplaced silences. How your hands, animated 
and in full agreement with your face, punctuated the vivid 
points of your stories. The stories that tell of the many 
pavements you paced before you paused at my door. 
How there is a dignity in you lingering here. 
Your brow crease softening here.

https://liveencounters.net/
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The Thinker                                                           

It is a gentle shift forward:

foetal, fixated, aggrieved.
A question extends itself,

built on the back of proof. 
Inquiry is a barefaced beast

surrounded by unrest.
A bristling understanding

will terrify upon arrival; 
spur an unexpected notion.

A singular, incisive pause 
will precede and point to it.

It is the hour of clamour before 
the curious pull of originality;

a startling modulation sounding,
born of history’s muddy cage.

A way forward will form. Discomfort
will be essential though fleeting. 

More questions will come.

T H E  M E E T I N G 

6 Monostich Poems

At the lectern, a man without a speech.

  

The fall is longer from the penthouse.

The hand rests easily on the unquestioning child.

In a soundless room, the cat’s ear shifts.

Your face will show itself when the wind changes.

Upon entry of the imposter, a gasp of recognition.

A M A N D A  A N A S T A S I

© Amanda Anastasi
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S I S T E R

Angela Costi

A N G E L A  C O S T I 

Angela Costi is the author of five poetry collections including Honey & Salt, Lost in Mid-Verse and An Embroidery of Old Maps and 
New. Since 1994, her poetry and other writing have been widely published. Recent work is in the Australian Poetry Anthology, 
Hecate, The Blue Nib, Cordite Poetry Review, Rochford Street Review, Burrow, Writers Resist, Antipodes, StylusLit, Backstory 
Journal and The Journal of Working-Class Studies. In 2021, City of Melbourne has provided creative development funding for her 
to work on a new suite of poetry with the working title: The Heart of the Advocate (informed by the classic legal textbook The Art 
of the Advocate by Richard Du Cann).

© Angela Costi

Sister

We sit side-by-side, a breath of hope between us
facing our Theia with her strong lips dragging on   
the cigarette, turning her home into dancing smoke.

The vapours go wild in their sliver of light, we muffle
our coughs to prove we are more than little girls
fearing the destiny Theia invokes from her cards. 

Theia swaddles the cards in a cloth the colour of blood, 
kisses the cloth before unveiling their presence    
when you touch the cards, think about your future.

Your touch, at first, a butterfly’s wing, until our eyes   
become a cheeky whisper then your fingers dare to linger
enough for Theia to loudly rasp The Humble Warrior.

Destined to change soiled sheets each morning, 
to make his coffee weaker with each passing year.
No longer the smaller sister, you are seasoned with toil. 

Theia spreads my seven cards and taps each one 
announcing me as The Megaphone but you stand up
protest igniting your mouth – She’s not as loud as me!

https://liveencounters.net/
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Feedback                                                            

He is encased in wall-to-ceiling shelves of law
intent on finalising his paper for the conference
failing to smell vulnerability has entered his realm.
 
She is the fabled child who entered the dark wood
without the compass of language to find truth 
offering her essay, with his mark, as broken tribute. 

His tone wrestles with hospitable welcome, 
the chair assigned to student is left 
burdened with the load of academic spill. 

Books fatigued with proving their worth, 
grey-leads smeared in margins, a pear with ample glow 
promising juice – don’t sit quietly on his leather-skin desk. 

Their dialogue is forced to run in opposite directions, he stops,
retreats into the forest of his memory, searches 
for the girl who wrote the words he didn’t favour. 

Her nights of carrying quotes into the refuge of morning
are tossed into the nether scrub 
while the pear secretes neglect. 

S I S T E R

Evidence

The woman’s handbag was spent and tired, lying on the tree stump 
with its metallic-gold chain snaking down towards the earth, 
a former park ranger salvaging weeds found it. 

When the news spilled the zipped compartments of her purse 
there was a deep sigh of signatures 
the courts blamed the lack of seasons, the surly clouds. 

Once it was a parkland of lanky eucalypts with a creek bed 
holding a clean stream of tears, an appetising stew of grass,
soil and bug for joggers, cyclists, nature lovers to visit. 

Now her backstory is suffocated along with the air
and lost to noise battles between chainsaws and birds 
in this space called ‘The Festival of Stumps.’

Under oath, she was heading home from a birthday party 
at dusk with no lamp or sun to shine light, with no leaves
to fall and make those crunches underfoot from long ago.

A N G E L A  C O S T I 

© Angela Costi
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J U S T  A F T E R  D U S K

Anne Elvey

A N N E  E L V E Y

Anne Elvey is a poet, editor and researcher, living on Boon Wurrung Country in bayside Melbourne (Naarm). Her poetry publications 
include On arrivals of breath (2019), White on White (2018) and Kin (2014). Obligations of voice is forthcoming from Recent 
Work Press in 2021. From 2014 to 2020, she was Managing Editor of Plumwood Mountain journal. Her most recently scholarly 
work is Reading the Magnificat in Australia: Unsettling Engagements (Sheffield Phoenix Press 2020). She is currently working on 
a volume Reading with Earth: Contributions of the New Materialism for an Ecological Feminist Hermeneutics to be published by 
Bloomsbury T&T Clark in 2022. Anne holds honorary appointments at Monash University and University of Divinity, Melbourne.

© Anne Elvey

Just after dusk

A fortnight past solstice we walk out 
from cool into damp – the end 

of a working-day. We leave 
umbrellas at home in fall so fine 

it does not rate even as mizzle 
while we talk again of all we take

as granted. Mist turns to rain.
Streetlights blur through barest

slant picked out by glow. There’s 
a filmic feel as if Gene Kelly 

tapped. We hurry then toward dry 
warmed by theft and shorn soil. Our 

wool is hardly wet to touch
when we arrive, turn the heater 

on and settle to the task of making 
everyday relation of a meal. Contained 

by virus we are children who
one night absorbed each other

in a parented state when we felt snug
and cared for, if not quite understood.

https://liveencounters.net/
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J U S T  A F T E R  D U S K

Plum                                                            

Nectar gives depth 
to the bite in

a corpus 
neither violet nor red. Not 

blood either, though 
the pelican’s puncture to feed comes 

to mind 
because of fruit unexpectedly 

good. The gloss of vocation
on the mouth 

is, after all, a question 
of texture.

A N N E  E L V E Y

© Anne Elvey

Mat(t)er birthing speech

 after Julia Kristeva

Into the space of separation
flesh spills with vernix from 

the breach. Scent of scalp 
announces the new. Into this 

between, the possibility of tongues 
opens to an original sin 

of sign’s unsaying. What if 
the break & repair of language 

turned to leaf? From the base 
of trunk’s becoming a thing 

a child can never be, to 
the spread of limbs, the plant

converts sun to fare to 
breath, again and again, 

so that, winged, a tree is 
a corpus producing song.
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S H E  L O V E D

Audrey Molloy

SHE LOVED

 after Anna Akhmatova

gingham and polka dots, not just on napkins—
in ruffles on swimsuits or piped round a plate; 

hats in great boxes like candy-striped cheeses, 
her favorite a trilby bought with my first pay;

Tupperware storage in delicate hues, 
with curlicue labels for sago and arrowroot; 

salmon for breakfast when staying at hotels 
or cooked by my father, who could be hard to love;

chocolate, just a square, or a nibble of yours 
or a mini-Flake stashed in an old mantel clock; 

a night at the opera—especially Puccini—
and a late supper of moules and sauv blanc;

bridge tips she snipped from The Irish Times 
and practicing them over nightcaps with Dad;

and the signature theme from ‘The Onedin Line’ 
she said would be played at her funeral mass. 

A U D R E Y  M O L L O Y

© Audrey Molloy

Audrey Molloy is an Irish poet based in Sydney. Her first collection, The Important Things, will be published by The Gallery Press 
in June 2021. She is the author of the chapbook Satyress (Southword Ed. 2020). She is pursuing a master’s degree in Creative 
Writing (Poetry) at Manchester Metropolitan University. Her work has appeared in Poetry Ireland Review, The North, Magma, 
Mslexia, The Moth and The Irish Times. In 2019 she received the Hennessy Award for Emerging Poetry and An Post Irish Book 
Award (APIBA) for Irish Poem of the Year.  www.audreymolloy.com
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Contranyms of Loss, 
or The Husband’s Tale

Where once we were joined leaves no scar on me.
Leaves fall from the oak not to hurt the tree

but to leave a blood-trace confetti 
of having left in half-light.

Our colours were fast, no, implacable!
Steadfast as the Dog Star that sparkles 

and dies as fast as man bleeds his life away, 
fasting. Without light

beauty turns. The cleft lips of hares know this:
that which cleaves our minds also petrifies,

cleaving to the known. When you go to him
cleave my soul. Take half.

S H E  L O V E D A U D R E Y  M O L L O Y

© Audrey Molloy

THE SPACE BETWEEN

Mother, your wig may fool your brothers, 
but I know your wayward hair, like my own, 
wouldn’t stay in shape like this; 

I know there’s a slim, curved space between
your scalp and the fine, silk netting, 
right at your crown; 

I know you admire the fuller shape of your head, 
though you’d never have wished for it all those years
had you known this was how you’d get it.  

Some nights I dream I roam that airless field,
running my hand through sparse hair 
like moonlit wheat.
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N O V E M B E R   2 0 1 9

Ben Hession

B E N  H E S S I O N

Ben Hession is a writer based in Wollongong, New South Wales. His poetry has been published in Eureka Street, the International 
Chinese Language Forum, the Cordite Poetry Review, Verity La, the Mascara Literary Review, Bluepepper, the Marrickville Pause, 
The Blue Nib and the Don Bank Live Poets anthology Can I Tell You A Secret? He has reviewed poetry for Verity La and the Mascara 
Literary Review. Ben Hession is also a music journalist and is involved with community broadcasting.

© Ben Hession

November 2019

A tannin sky filters a grief over the city,
housing markets, title deeds escape into fiery winds,
and black leaves shower doleful answers onto streets, 
yards of heimat, quotidian quarter acres, ordinary

mansions of suburban sprawls, their white skins
bare as dissonant witnesses. What use are their thoughts
and prayers? The motoring roads, once confirming
complete conquest, now no longer remember us, now

run into unknown territories like agonized nerves,
as an unnatural season confronts us with its radiant heat.
It is only spring and generations of so-called peaceful
settlement are consumed by parched, rasping clouds

that darken the day prematurely, without time for lament,
bringing us to burn by sights of Gaia’s calm judgement.
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W A L K I N G  T H I S  W A Y  W I T H O U T   Y O U

Beth Spencer

B E T H  S P E N C E R 

Beth Spencer’s books include Vagabondage (UWAP), and How to Conceive of a Girl (Random House) which was runner up for 
the Steele Rudd Award. She won the 2018 Carmel Bird Digital Literary Award for The Age of Fibs which will be published in an 
expanded book form later this year. Her work has frequently been broadcast on ABC-Radio National. She lives on Guringai & 
Darkinjung land on the NSW Central Coast, http://www.bethspencer.com and @bethspen.

© Beth Spencer

Walking this way without you

These days I step to the salt of diamonds
& a fine scribble of grass.

The trees shimmy 
with an invisible clutch of life.

I love the huggability of telegraph poles,
the hello, hello, how are you? of flowers.

I count competing bird brands —
dog brands are easier (love me! no me me!).

A white-trousered parrot inspects
a drunken coven of witches’ hats.

In the park, magpies beak the air.
Past the dunes, the crack of waves.

Then the sun touches
that place on the back of my neck

(where your fingers once rested, lightly)
and the wind pipes me home.
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Blood on the wattle 

 (lest we forget)

one day my brother hauled home 
a great bright bunch of wattle
put it in a bucket by the wood stove

and I in my ecstasy
buried nose-deep
breathing beauty

(and a mist of pollen)
Till suddenly —
blood spurting out

great spots staining the memory
as I circled the room
shocked and 

desperate for a way out

W A L K I N G  T H I S  W A Y  W I T H O U T   Y O U

Fling

In a world in which things fling
unnecessarily long sometimes
and way too short
you held my eyes

cupped them in your palm 
rolled them on your tongue
flicked the colour out of the irises
blew, softly

and like dandelions, telling
time time time
(never never ever)
always

bits of me drifted
— out to space
caught stars in my teeth
tasted heaven

B E T H  S P E N C E R 

© Beth Spencer
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C H O I R  P R A C T I C E

Daragh Byrne

Choir Practice

Doors ajar, Our Lady of The Sacred Heart 
lets out the voices of choir practice.
Chorus lines ascend like pointed arches.
A rousing of a younger part of me;

A memory of when I could believe.
Above the holy water a laminate:
mobile devices make Himself upset.
Aged ten, I thought he was wired up to me:

a sign of the cross was a speed dial
to open up a blessed intercept; a kind of
sacred, half-streamed FaceTime; me a private, 
solitary chorister; he a devouring consumer

of my trespasses, eating up my sins,
like at some silent pornographic banquet.
I didn’t understand why he was so 
interested. I rarely felt forgiven. Still I sin.

Still we sing. We need an audience,
even in his dull, gaping absence
we invent ways to be watched.
The sweetness of 5G, CCTV –

a web of silent witness, effortless
direct lines to our new gods –
faceless, just as merciless. Sat
in detailed judgement of every note.

D A R A G H   B Y R N E

© Daragh Byrne

Daragh Byrne is an Irish poet living and working in Sydney, Australia. He has published in The Blue Nib, The Honest Ulsterman, 
Backstory Journal (Australia), The Cormorant and Live Encounters, as well as in several anthologies. He has had poems recognised 
as Highly Commended in the Westival Poetry Competition 2020 and the W.B. Yeats Poetry Prize for Australia 2019. His poem 
“Hurricane” was awarded 3rd place in the Dalkey Creates Poetry Prize 2020. He is the convener of the Sydney Poetry Lounge, a 
long-running open mic night. He pays his rent by writing software, which he often finds as frustrating, and satisfying, as writing 
poetry.
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C H O I R  P R A C T I C E

All My Friends are Having Babies                                                                

All my friends are having babies, and I’m
fine with it. Tonight, at the long table
in the flickering lamplight, I doubt I’m able
for that alchemy—to turn myself to time,
wipe chins and butts; highchairs, and all that stuff. 
Small hands still reach for me, and I can hide
and reappear with the best of them—and decide 
to leave when I need to. That feels like enough. 
I have my seat at dinner. As the night
extends, inevitably, the mums depart
to soothe their bubs to sleep with their beating hearts,
and I drink with one of the fathers. And I might
leave this world without leaving someone to feed,
but I’m hardly childless—what more could I need?

Another Poem

Yesterday’s day-drinking hollowed out my sleep. 
Summer teased me, but she’s allowed to; today,

down by my favourite five p.m. lake, it’s as bleak as 
Tayside in February. I’m lonely, or in love, or just 

hungry. It’s my fault, of course: I do it to myself so I
can write. Deprivation is the condiment of creativity; 

solitude is its imaginary best writing buddy. The not-quite-
full moon is afloat on an avian chorus and I’m not-quite-

here, diverted by a worry — at the end of this pilgrimage 
through the day’s emptiness, I might not catch another poem. 

D A R A G H   B Y R N E

© Daragh Byrne
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O N E  T O O  M A N Y  M O R N I N G S

David Brooks

D A V I D  B R O O K S

David Brooks (https://davidbrooks.net.au), a poet, short-fiction writer, novelist and essayist, taught Australian Literature for 
many years at the University of Sydney and was from 2000 until 2018 the managing co-editor of Southerly. His latest publications 
are The Grass Library (Brandl & Schlesinger and Ashland Creek Press), a memoir and meditation on animal rights, and Animal 
Dreams (Sydney University Press, 2021), a collection of essays on animals in literature, philosophy and public policy. A long-term 
vegan and an advocate for animals (kangaroos in particular), he lives with rescued sheep high in the Blue Mountains of New 
South Wales.

© David Brooks

On a photograph of sheep
killed in bushfire

Trapped by barbed wire 
they have had

no way to go 
between the fence and the wall of fire,
 
each one of the sixty-two
now swelling in the Sunday heat, face

blackened, wool
blackened, surrounding 

the charred, writhen metal
of a gutted ute, the grazier

fled, now doubtless
lamenting the loss of his livelihood,

in the foreground the eyes 
of one who might have been their leader

open,
staring through clambering flies.
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One Too Many Mornings

I don’t know what it was, I guess  
just that one too many mornings
reading an item in the early news
telling of yet another skirmish or 
outright assault in this endless war, 
an unknown killer scattering cubes 
of poisoned meat in a local park, another
target set for the culling of ’roos, 

another ship leaving Fremantle 
with seventy-seven thousand sheep aboard
destined for eventual slaughter
or the tale of a solitary wombat found 
wandering the Victorian scrub with a 
cross-bow arrow through her skull, but in
exasperation, writing to a friend, I’d
spoken of the Auschwitz of the Animals

only to receive a reprimand 
for using that term at all. 
‘How can you compare,’ she asked, ‘the suffering 
of animals with the suffering of humans?’ I’ve 
considered this and come 
to think she may be right, there’s  
the Auschwitz of humans, one 
of the lowest episodes in the long 

O N E  T O O  M A N Y  M O R N I N G S

and foetid history of our race,
and there’s this other thing, without  
any particular name or place, 
this silent, ‘natural’, daily thing we do, the 
taking of children from their mothers, the 
stealing of milk to feed the children of others, the
maceration of infant chicks alive, the trucking 
of countless creatures to their deaths: over

every stock-race, every paddock gate,
every sow-crate, every sty, 
all but invisible to our human eye, that
never-ending lie, Arbeit Macht Frei.

D A V I D  B R O O K S

© David Brooks
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Leaping toward Boston

 Six hundred kangaroos run the Boston Marathon, 2019

Tearing through ti-tree, fanning through brigalow, 
boxing and weaving, the young kangaroo
are training for the challenge of their lives, 
running through the evening light, 
racing toward Boston in the southern night, 
crashing and plashing through gidgee and saltbush 
redgum and spear-grass and wandoo, 
leaping with their cousins, their mothers,
their aunts and their tiny brothers, 

leaping toward the lights and guns,  
leaping under the nets of stars  
bounding toward the skinners’ knives, 
bounding while the hide is torn 
screaming from their backs and thighs, 
pounding along highways in the cold pre-dawn 
to the tanners in Narangbar, Yallourn, 
crates bound for China, Vietnam, 
running from the battered bodies, the shattered mobs

toward the cutting frames, the stitchers’ bobs, 
leaping toward Boston, riding on the decks 
of container ships, over great swells of ocean, 
through swirling birds and plastic-ridden tides
toward the docks and training camps,
toward the Main Street starting ramps, 
every fifth competitor a kangaroo 
running for Reebok, Nike, Adidas, 
past Ash and Ray and Wilson Streets, through 

O N E  T O O  M A N Y  M O R N I N G S

Ashland and Framingham, keeping pace
with the fastest, stacking the forward packs, 
leaping for the smashed skulls and the shattered backs
of their siblings, pounding the steep hills of Newton,
on to Beacon and Hereford, under the final 
banner, surrounding the winners’ stand.
What? You didn’t see them? Amongst the calves 
and the slaughtered horses? Didn’t
see them? No?

Written in support of a campaign to persuade Nike and other companies 
to refrain from the use of kangaroo skin in their footware. The author is 
well aware that these companies employ such skins in their soccer boots, 
not their running shoes, but once the metaphor of the Boston marathon 
suggested itself there seemed no escaping it. The suffering of the roos is 
just the same.

D A V I D  B R O O K S

© David Brooks
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B R E A K I N G  S E A S O N S

Davide Angelo

D A V I D E  A N G E L O

Davide Angelo’s poems have appeared in Australian and international publications. Several have been shortlisted for prizes, 
including Montreal International Poetry Prize, Bruce Dawe Poetry Prize, Melbourne Poets Union International Poetry Prize and 
The University of Canberra International Poetry Prize. He teaches English and lives in Bendigo, Victoria, with his two daughters.

© Davide Angelo

Dog Rocks

Near the peak of Mount Alexander, it rains.
It’s where the fire stopped, where black outer barks 
conceal darker anatomies, hold the mountain,
keep the avalanche intact.
Beyond the crest, the sign reads Causeway.
The voice of the map is passionless, arbitrary.
We sit in silence, two cups filling, searching
for a better way to describe a leaf on the wind.
     
We’re living on the crust of this star.
The oaks have been dying for months,
dying in order to live again and we laugh
because it’ll be Easter Sunday soon.
We search for the Dog Rocks, watch the abseilers
in the briefest free-fall, see the peaks of Tarrangower
and the Pyrenees range, talk among the granite boulders
where eucalypt trees have grown in twisted shapes.
     
Each time you tell me about the old silkworm
farm, I look toward the mountain, feel the weight
of the city we left all those years ago.
The apple groves in rows are pruned, shaped like bowls,
the memory of sunlight penetrates the canopies.
But it’s the Oaks we always come to see,
the Valonia Oaks planted in 1900, surrounded
by ropelike strands of younger trees.
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Breaking Seasons

Rooftops are lit, shadows tremble wet leaves
Until the sun has its way, conjures the water’s
Invisible retreat into the cloud. Under the eaves

With all its dark stars, I lay awkwardly on the old couch 
Between the dog and his lamb bone, my daughter’s 
Angel-winged pink pony digging into my back. 

The dog’s dreaming how high to pile the dirt mound. 
I’m lost in eddies of mould, a sleeping rockface 
With fingerholes wide enough for climbing. 

The medical centre is shaped like our house. 
An old dog-eared National Geographic of sorrows
Breaking seasons, a forest before and after it was felled

And the artist who built a wooden ladder that reached
1,650 feet into the Quanzhou sky, only to set it on fire.
Grey-headed flying foxes hang like blossoms

Echolocations forming dark musculatures. 
Snails leave their slow silver on the body of the old oak.
The dog’s stalking shy skinks baring blue tongues 

In bluff warning beneath the back verandah steps. 
If the scarecrow fails again, I’ll give him the side-eye
Like a crow, peck at giant worms of air, stride around 

B R E A K I N G  S E A S O N S

The vegetable patch as though the whole world is a narrow ledge. 
We re-dress the scarecrow in my flannel shirt and acid-wash jeans
Fatten him with viscera, down feathers of waterbirds and leaves 

The colour of scattered sunrises. When she asks why she lives 
In two houses, I daydream a wheatfield beneath a sky empty 
Of crows. 
 
 
 

Note: The title of this poem and “sorrows/Breaking seasons” references 
William Shakespeare’s Richard III, Act 1 Scene 4 Line 78:
“Sorrow breaks seasons and reposing hours.”

D A V I D E  A N G E L O

© Davide Angelo
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H A R T Z   P E A K 

Dominique Hecq

D O M I N I Q U E   H E C Q

Dominique Hecq is a poet, fiction writer and scholar. She grew up in the French-speaking part of Belgium and now lives in 
Melbourne. Hecq writes across genres and sometimes across tongues. Her works include a novel, three collections of short stories 
and ten books of poetry. Her poems and stories have been published internationally. Among other honours, Dominique is 
the recipient of The Melbourne Fringe Festival Award for Outstanding Writing and Performance (1998), The New England Review 
Prize for Poetry (2004), The Martha Richardson Medal for Poetry (2006), the inaugural AALITRA Prize for Literary Translation from 
Spanish into English (2014) and the 2018 International Best Poets Prize administered by the International Poetry Translation and 
Research Centre in conjunction with the International Academy of Arts and Letters. Tracks (2020) is her latest book of poetry. With 
Eugen Bacon, she has co-authored Speculate (2021), a collection of microlit. Songlines is forthcoming.

© Dominique Hecq

Hartz Peak

 Because love by its nature 
 desires a future—Sarah  Kane

For days light wouldn’t die in my dreams, green
so luminously aglow it was as if death itself 

in the squall of our son’s winter had turned
a blind eye to the laws of language and physics.

They say the sun wakes from slumber, flipping
magnetic fields asunder every eleven years

when gales slam the stratosphere and crash on Earth
in a show called Aurora Australis.

It all happens so fast. The photograph
falls in my lap with letters never sent,

memories of molten light rising and rising
from the freshly dug grave, or recreated.

At Hartz Peak, twenty-two years ago, green
so luminously aglow it was as if death itself

was steering our hearts closer to Antarctica
melting away with life’s shore melding words:

sunspots, solar flares, coronal loops, mass 
ejections, focal myocarditis, granular

ependymitis, petechiae. Vision blurs, green
so glowing death itself is unsighted.
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H A R T Z   P E A K 

Recessive

The wind, the heartbeat. The ocean 
floor shifts in its sleep. There is 
no shadow here, no shade to touch
no dune, no wall on the shore line 
no fore slope, no plunge. There is
no tide, no lagoon, no island
no possidonies, no algae 
no shells on the sand tongue. There is 
no moonshine, not a cloud, no free
spooling equinoctial light.

The wind, a heartbeat. The ocean 
floor shifting in its sleep. There is 
no shadow here, no shade to touch 
no swell, no roller, no breaker, all 
the same wavelength. We are
two upturned crests joined in passing
an internal wave, gusts of wind
a spike of lightning, the whole world 
floor falling deeper than deep sleep.

The wind, our heartbeat. And we have 
lesser time than the pummelled dark.

D O M I N I Q U E   H E C Q

© Dominique Hecq

Sixth Sense

I’ve never counted the bones in my hand, but I have 
an extra finger shaped like a honey eater’s beak—
an esoteric bit of fleshed out bone that blocks all 
light except the liquid bandwidth emitted by ionised 
hydrogen in burning honey that reveals the cloying 
structures of gas corralled by magnetic fields and 
birds of paradise. My extra finger enables me to feel
the inside of blackwood buds. Taste the nectar of 
their nebulae-filled umbraphile flowers. Smell the 
heat of what will be called this year’s hydrogen 
alpha bee bushfire. See the next total eclipse of the 
sun at Exmouth. Capture the cosmic inferno that 
will be known in one thousand and one nights the 
mother of utter silence.
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S T R E E T L I F E

Dorothy Simmons

D O R O T H Y  S I M M O N S

Dorothy Simmons is an Irish-Australian teacher of English/Drama whose first ‘published’ work was a stage play (MRPG). Publications 
since include four young adult novels, an historical fiction, Living like a Kelly, and a number of short stories published in  literary 
journals such as Best Australian Stories, Etchings, Four W, Hecate, and the Newcastle SS Award. She has lately experimented with 
micro fiction; her work appears online in Spineless Wonders. Her poetry has mainly been private… until now.  
Her website is www.dorothysimmons.org.

© Dorothy Simmons

T.Rex, Gent.

Up from the sanded,   C-scooped shore
Mince … the dinosaurs.

In the endearing diminutive of distance,
they seem elegant, effete,

slope-shouldered Victorians with
drooping, ineffectual hands:  T. REX, GENT.

Not Tyrannosaurus...

We watch from our glib transparent dome
- the world’s contracted thus - 

as sand turns to gravel, as
hands curl to scimitar claws, 

hover like hawks for the swoop,
the snatch and dismember.

It’s our watch. 
beyond our complacent shell,

two scaly lids
coveruncovercover

convex sheen of a reptilian eye
cold and unavoidable as radar.

TYRANNOSAURUS.
On our watch,

the bare skin children,
how their faces zoom

inandoutof
scream.
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S T R E E T L I F E

Streetlife

Hiding       Lurking       Heartbeat
Hidinglurkingheartbeat

haven’t found me yet
for all their wailing sirens

wailsongwailsongwailsong
hidinghistingheartbeat

hist
ifonlycouldreachonlygetonlyset

fingers on seethrough rope that single skyward seethrough rope
the why in the wail                        the where in the whine

the stretched mosquito still
splitsecond

stab in the dark

if only could
handoverhandoverhandoverhand

be shinning skyward
could be

safe as light years
self as I

hidinglurkingheartbeat
Hiding        Lurking       Heartbeat

D O R O T H Y  S I M M O N S

© Dorothy Simmons

At The Races

Sweat scuffs stopwatched tendons,
smears thoroughbred hides. The horses

somnambulate stallward, slack
as exhaustion.

The bay mare baulks, shudder-sways as
 piston legs stagger, flail and fail, mute nostrils screaming, eyeballs fixed:

a carcass weight.

The tidal crowd surges in and around…
  lapping splayed legs, ogling downy

shrunken teats… ebbs briskly away to check
odds on the next.
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S M A L L  I N  T H E  S C H E M E

Emilie Collyer

E M I L I E  C O L L Y E R 

Emilie Collyer lives in Australia, on Wurundjeri land, where she writes poetry, plays and prose. Her writing has most recently been 
published in Booth, The Blue Nib, The Ekphrastic Review, Rabbit, TEXT, Imagined Theatres, Australian Poetry Journal, Cordite and 
Overland. She was the 2020 recipient of a Varuna Publishing Fellowship with Giramondo Publishing. Recent plays are Contest, 
Dream Home and The Good Girl which has had numerous international productions. Emilie’s plays have won and been nominated for 
multiple awards including the Theatre503 International Playwriting Award (London), Queensland Premier’s Drama Award, Green 
Room Awards, George Fairfax, Patrick White and Malcolm Robertson. Emilie is a current PhD candidate in creative writing at RMIT 
where she is researching contemporary feminist writing practice.

© Emilie Collyer

Small in the scheme

Southern Tasmanian wilderness
dwarfs us eyes up necks strained
phone cameras impotent against these forever trees
dense damp trek is step after duckboard step
moss thudding feet and 
breath in out the only sounds

inhaling is like sucking a sponge
the air over-abundant with water 
and yet when the lake springs into view
it is still a miracle
fairy tale pool perfection
in the middle of the forest

we take off our shoes and stand
three sentinels in the squelch mud
so cold it hurts
grin our shared delight
dry our feet with socks
cosy them into shoes for the outward journey

darkness races down the epic trunks
is it an hour’s walk back? 
none of us thought to time it
we walk single file
my eyes strain against the trick-grey light
follow the steady flash of her white runners

despite our step-family frictions   
a primal drive arises
it is her ahead of me
on we go finding a rhythm
this giant ancient place prods me forward
an evolutionary step
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Pod 4 Oncology

back of her head
white strands spread silk thin

the bob-headed woman
beside her tutting with hostile jollity

If anyone else acted like this
you’d say they were carrying on like a pork chop!

(my grandmother—days the hairdresser came 
her hair washed and brushed so soft and neat)

her name is Kit           the woman
keeps punctuating sentences with it

It’s just a check-up Kit if this is the worst thing 
you have to do you’re a very lucky lady

Kit’s blue coat  shoulders just tense enough
to hold a cup of tea         ‘I don’t want any more’

Sorry she used to go to the dentist 
and be just fine but now

(my grandmother falling on the concrete steps 
mother reaching out to catch her)

it’s empty for a Monday not too long a wait 
just enough time to shout Kit a rousing chorus

about how silly she is being
to be so scared of dying

(later in the carpark Kit and the woman
steadying her gentle walking slow in the sunshine)

S M A L L  I N  T H E  S C H E M E

Dervish

Christmas Eve eastern suburb streets
nightfall

Driving home after church with my mother
service of nine lessons about the holy birth

Nice houses around here
windows glow with anticipation

Little hands leave plates of cookies and carrots
hospitality for the giver of gifts

At Kew Junction outside a pub
a man alone

White cap striped shirt blue jeans
bare feet and smiling wide grin full of gaps 

Arms outspread he is turning
a slow steady spin

A woman passes 
he welcomes her through his revolving doors

Head down and frowning 
she scurries to get away

Dervish is ‘one who opens doors’
holy men holders of wisdom

Turn and turn for hours sacred ritual
I watch from my car

His face raised to the heavens
the lights change I drive on

E M I L I E  C O L L Y E R 

© Emilie Collyer
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I L L A N E L LE

Esther Ottaway

E S T H E R  O T T A W A Y

Esther Ottaway is an award-winning Australian poet, shortlisted for the Montreal International and Bridport Poetry Prizes in 2020. 
Her work has been published for over twenty years in literary journals, newspapers and anthologies, notably the anthology 
Thirty Australian Poets. Works from her book Blood Universe: poems on pregnancy, anthologised in national and international 
collections on parenthood, are recognised as an important exploration of women’s experience and listed as further reading in 
60 Classic Australian Poems, and her new book is Intimate, Low-voiced, Delicate Things. She is writing a new collection on the 
experiences of women and girls with autism and its related physical conditions. She doesn’t look autistic.  
Facebook: estherottawaypoet

© Esther Ottaway

Illanelle

The tree grew tall, but failed to bloom. 
I hide it from you, cope on my own. 
My civil war will defeat me soon. 

The lifelong illness is auto-immune, 
bodily war in the first seed sown. 
The tree grew tall, but failed to bloom. 

My friends are looking at Europe’s moon; 
it hurts to walk from my car to my home. 
This private war will defeat me soon. 

Nobody knows I sleep past noon, 
my Western shame: the bludger’s clone. 
The tree looks tall, but cannot bloom. 

Termites chatter in every room. 
Too weak to go out, too tired for the phone, 
my daily war will exile me soon. 

I enjoy what I can, though futures loom – 
I’m a warming earth, a riven stone. 
The tree grew tall, but would not bloom. 
My civil war will release me soon. 
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F R A M E  O F  R E F E R E N C E

Eugen Bacon

E U G E N  B A C O N

Eugen Bacon is African Australian, a computer scientist mentally re-engineered into creative writing. She’s the author of Claiming 
T-Mo and Road to Woop Woop (Meerkat Press), Ivory’s Story (NewCon Press) and Writing Speculative Fiction (Macmillan). Her work 
has won, been shortlisted, longlisted or commended in national and international awards, including the BSFA Awards, Foreword 
Book of the Year Awards, Bridport Prize, Copyright Agency Prize, Australian Shadows Awards, Ditmar Awards and Nommo Awards 
for Speculative Fiction by Africans. Eugen is a recipient of the Katharine Susannah Prichard (KSP) Emerging Writer-in-Residence 
2021. Her creative work has appeared in literary and speculative fiction publications worldwide, including Award Winning 
Australian Writing, Anthology of Australian Prose Poetry, Aurealis, Bards and Sages, Meniscus, TEXT Journal, Unsung Stories, British 
Science Fiction Association’s Vector Magazine and through Routledge in New Writing. Her collection Danged Black Thing is out with 
Transit Lounge Publishing in 2021. Website: https://eugenbacon.com/  Twitter:@EugenBacon

© Eugen Bacon

Frame of Reference

Love is… 
an apartment   lit with hand-painted watercolours  vases and photographs
memories in a frame   a big screen right there   65-inch high definition   
you make a cuppa   vanilla chai   one minute in the microwave
milk’s just right   now look at the bills

Love is… 
a toilet seat   practical   engineered for a purpose  works because of gravity
it’s not to eat breakfast / check your emails   just a healthy disposal unit
takes what you discard   saves you from a megacolon
how long   can you go without

Love is… 
a box of tissues   craving crumbs of sourdough   drools of soup   
it’s not a sofa that knows skin and bums   feet and cheeks
it’s not a letter from the bank   a copy of your insurance
just a box of tissues   unremembered on a coffee table

Love is… 
an uber   sometimes on time sometimes it isn’t   you don’t know what you get 
but you can cancel the fare   one driver asks do you want water   
takes you to a destination   rates you out of five   
you rate them back   is that what you want   

Love is… 
an airport   hosts in immaculate caps   here’s your boarding pass
travel information   declarations   restrictions that apply
but all you think is hotspots   not the WI-FI kind
there’s not enough runway

Love is… 
a swimming pool   azure water ebony lines  sunlit rays through a glassy roof
a bench you never sit on   a silent clock tick tock tick tocking as you dive
mostly you’re alone   bubbles as you breathe   shimmers on the lanes
dead lizard on the floor   water’s ruffled when you leave 
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She Knows

Bottom line is… frog music is ribbit grunt hoot but why through the night
from a pond or a creek in a sweet serenade that keeps her awake yet sleeps
the baby and him / she breathes in closes her nostrils pushes out through 
her lips so she can ribbit grunt hoot but only whistles peeps clucks a 
stone’s throw to the moss in his heart   

Bottom line is… once it was easy like a boat into a jetty / holding hands
was never against the rip / now she sits alone on sand and pebbles waiting 
for wash to pull her offshore / she’s on the lip of an edgy current / the 
water’s lick at eight feet per second

Bottom line is… she drowns again again / her life flashes in multi choice
she (a) gulps to go back! to three yards of marriage   an epoch of waste 
(b) tries not to panic (c) finds the dignity of a storm (d) survival-floats
to all of the above

Bottom line is… she moon-hauls to no webbed ecstasy just sirens wailing F#
in 8th octave then a high C / she’s on dry land legs spread wearing odd 
socks   her toes hurt for a long time / doesn’t take a genius on comas / 
near-death / daemons to say don’t worry love   cough yourself quiet   take
a deep breath and go just go to whatever the fuck you things do 

Bottom line is… second sight picks her colours of the day / rosy skirt dusky 
blouse / she knows which shoes open-toed no stockings   waits for the 3rd 
lift / an itch on her palm’s money on the way / the tic on her eyelid’s bad 
news setting sail / black iron enters her gut   someone she knows dies

Bottom line is… she sees the sex of an unborn child but is polite even when 
a spectre is sat on your shoulder   more so when a broken ghost has lost its
address / she blinks at the mirror’s unrepentant gaze because second sight 
is a bitch / she knows   

Bottom line is… she   knows 

F R A M E  O F  R E F E R E N C E

The Siren Never Blows

shoulders out in a woo you’re together   and toy with the other team   
your synergy dominates a perfect finish   you don’t know
where it’ll take you   but it matters you speak the same language—anti-them
the difference between a dash and an em dash is never life and death

you exchange vows   run centre-half forward-dribble and all in between
you slice your way to shots that arrow the same goal / that’s how ‘tis   
you flash through traffic   circle back find space   minimal capitalisation
is just fine   you put numbers on the board   it’s a gut run  

you learn at the honeymoon   your partner’s a left-footer   they point the 
ball doesn’t go   you mistrust your eyes   prey on sanity   they’re stupid 
shots in the throes of a quarter   you question dimensions   at this rate 
full season’s on the wing   you see misplaced apostrophe’s   and explode 
into a shooting star

you fight combined weight but know safe words   it’s chill that’s decent   
double-time / your partner’s left-foot snapper gets you blue maybe blurred
you go out there still kick long goals dead-straight together   it’s on the 
boot more than you miss / you flesh out your partner’s acronyms   square 
up for a last laugh

you devise clever shots against each other   leap attack defence   extend 
make or break / at the three-year mark your default position’s kick smother 
strip them off the ball / you go longer / intercept for a free   your focus 
expands the margin   it’s a fucking em dash   you stem the bleed

five years on you settle into each other sometimes you don’t   you swipe a 
vicious forward   make critical conversions   a few disposals here there   
your partner’s silence speaks volumes   in a language of babel   italicise 
foreign words   someone’s playing catch up   maybe it’s you

often now you sit on the bench / walk on shadows / no chance for erring
nine years on who’ll take the mark   there are no hand-passes   no play-ons
you get away with half-hearted hit-outs   ball outside fragments of a line
you don’t care it’s a comma or a coma   damn siren never blows

E U G E N  B A C O N

© Eugen Bacon
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H E R  B O Y  I S  M Y  D A D

Fotoula Reynolds

F O T O U L A  R E Y N O L D S

Fotoula Reynolds is a retired Education Support Aide. She lives in the Dandenong Ranges in southern Australia where she convenes 
a poetry reading group in her local community. She regularly attends and participates in spoken word events in and around the city 
of Melbourne. She is the author of three poetry collections – The Sanctuary of my Garden, Silhouettes and Along the Macadam Road. 
She is published in four Australian anthologies and her work appears in e-zines, journals and reviews both locally and internationally. 
Fotoula is a 2019 Pushcart Prize nominee.

© Fotoula Reynolds

Her boy is my dad

The light shone on
The day he was born
The youngest of four
A mother’s blessing

Her handkerchief is wet
With words of sorrow
I am the daughter of 
The son who left for ever

She says her prayers by 
The kantili but not even
A vigil lamp brings him back
Church parishioners cry with her

Bent forward in grief
I cannot rectify 
The pain she bears
He abandoned me too

She howls and rocks
In the old wooden chair
Where she nursed her boy
Her boy is my dad

He kicked the colourless dirt
And made his way to the docks
Starved of hope, she died
His photo by her bedside
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H E R  B O Y  I S  M Y  D A D

Lost

I imagine myself sitting
In a bay window and
On my side of the glass
There’s enough sun to 
Light the pages of a book 
On your side of the glass
You are hard to read

Paint me inside a green garden
Capture the scent of the orange tree
I hear the language of the eucalypt
Dry leaves awaken the soles of my feet
The Japanese maple is far from home
Satin-white magnolias are blooming
And they are just a love song away

Hallucinating behind 
The slow-eye of childhood
Suspended dust particles
Float and summersault
In the pastel air and
You are the warm breeze
That brushes on my lost skin

F O T O U L A  R E Y N O L D S

© Fotoula Reynolds

First-Class

Mum was a smoker
Back in the seventies
It was quite fashionable

Mum would burn sage
A different kind of smoke
And I watched incense rising

We lived up the top, near heaven
Mum said it was a high-rise flat
I called it our tower in-the-mist

The clouds were tissue-soft
And when I opened a window
The wind would make my eyelashes fan

When lightning cracked open the sky
I was right there, the glass shook
Thunderstorms kept the pigeons away

I made a paper plane and Mum said 
The breeze will take it all the way to god
I drew mum smoking, first-class all the way
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F I V E  S O N G S  T O  M Y  E L E M E N T A L  S O U L S

Gail Ingram

G A I L  I N G R A M

Gail Ingram writes from the Port Hills of Christchurch, Aotearoa New Zealand and is author of Contents Under Pressure (Pūkeko 
Publications 2019) and editor of two poetry anthologies including The Unnecessary Invention of Punctuation (NZPS 2018). Her 
work has been published in Poetry New Zealand, Landfall, Atlanta Review, Blue Nib, Cordite, Fib Review, Barren Magazine among 
others. Awards include winning the Caselberg (2019) and New Zealand Poetry Society (2016) poetry prizes, and placed in Poets 
Meet Politics (2018) prize. In fiction, awards include runner up Flash Fiction Day NZ Micro Madness, shortlist for Fish Short 
Prize, and nominated for the Pushcart Prize. She is editor of NZ Poetry Society’s a fine line, a poetry editor for takahē magazine 
and a short-fiction editor for Flash Frontier: An Adventure in Short Fiction. She teaches at Write On School for Young Writers and 
holds a Master of Creative Writing. https://www.theseventhletter.nz/

© Gail Ingram

Five songs to my elemental souls

River of seeds
 Mikoikoi, NZ iris (Libertia ixioides)

Little soul, I told them you travelled
in a muddy river, and then 
you chose to be born 
all starry eyed, as I chose,  
at the exact moment, to be planted 
in someone else’s garden
to fill their need
in a fiction. And you
shone your bright anyway
at each phase of the moon
until I came to understand 
your out-of-placeness
dried me out,
  and so
next time you choose me
from your river, and your seed falls,
my squirmy body will fall too 
wildly
naturally 
into my own
family
of spiky fingers. 

continued overleaf...
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Five songs to my elemental souls    contd...

Fire Child
 Southern Rātā (Metrosideros umbellata)

Little soul, I’m meant to protect you
but you are made of ferrous
bark and you insist 
on scorching yourself,
opening your face to the unbearable climate
we foolishly created, still 
you will yourself 
twisted, towards the sun, 
though you know what happens
when you get too close, your flaming 
brilliance desiccates,
you forget how to speak,
though I see you reaching
I’m not turning away, I’m only
shielding myself from your heat, 
I’m inadequate, and your falling
flowers stick to my eyes. 

 

F I V E  S O N G S  T O  M Y  E L E M E N T A L  S O U L S

Tied to Earth
 Moth on New Zealand daphne, Pinatoro (Pimelea prostrata)

Little soul, like a naked caterpillar
with your nose sniffing the air, your front
legs pawing for a hold at the top
of a prostrate daphne bush, what do you reach for?
You, who cannot distinguish the sea
from the blue you breathe, unfocused 
beyond these tiny leaves you consume, like me,
scribbling your nonsensical markings, no-one can interpret
your reaching. All you can know
is your limitations. You have no idea
of your birth 
right – a transformation, 
which will turn out to be giving
back to the sweet florets that belong
to the same old mother.

G A I L  I N G R A M

© Gail Ingram
continued overleaf...
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Five songs to my elemental souls    contd...

Form of Air Travel
 Biddy-Biddy (Acaena novae-zelandiae)

Little soul, airless one, be carried,
fuzzy biddy-biddy, I beg you 
take on the form that travels again,
bury yourself in the grease
of uneconomic wool. Can you feel the pull
of walking time? One. Two. 
You thought I forgot. Even when
the lichen and seeds attach 
to the sheep’s back and grow 
a vegetable crust, once again
you might create the air! 
you are the air! so fulsome, so sweet
and prickly, catching a ride,
I will forget my knees’
creak over ancient hills, the old woman’s
leak – the sting of it! – lost 
in a dreamtime, I might become 
maskless, windless, only
following the mournful bleat
of a lock-down sleep. 

 

 

F I V E  S O N G S  T O  M Y  E L E M E N T A L  S O U L S

Thin wire dance
 Common skink on Mikimiki (Coprosma virescens)

Little soul, copper-quick reptilian features,
see how I dart as the elements
that make up stars
over the backs of dusted silver 
boulders
through the legs 
of iron-hearted shrubs and orange faceted, divaricating
coprosma twigs, 
please, 
when I am caught
in the plastic-wrap 
daze of the middle ground, of going around
looking for a new tail, remind me
it will grow,
and again and 
when I sleep, oh!
in that safe mysterious space between
silica boulders
I will dream
of babies, small slick lizards
like light slivers 
on a branch, the tinsel dance
of a moving stream. 

G A I L  I N G R A M

© Gail Ingram
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H E D D A  G A B L E R

Gayelene Carbis

G A Y E L E N E  C A R B I S

Gayelene Carbis is an award-winning Australian-Irish-Cornish-Chinese writer of poetry, prose and plays.  Her first book of poetry, 
Anecdotal Evidence (Five Islands Press) was awarded Finalist - International Book Awards, 2019. Gayelene has been shortlisted 
for/ awarded numerous poetry and short story prizes, including: Montreal Poetry Prize; Fish Poetry and Memoir Prizes (Ireland); and 
“The Age”  and “Australian Book Review” Short Story Awards. Gayelene’s work has been published and performed in Australia 
and overseas, including India, Malaysia, Edinburgh, Oxford, New York, and in Canada, where she was awarded a Scholarship for 
a Banff Writing Studio Residency. Gayelene teaches Creative Writing at various universities and community organisations and is 
a Writer-in-Residence in schools. Her most recent prizes include – First Prize -My Brother Jack Poetry Award; and Finalist in the 
Bruce Dawe Poetry Prize and the Woorilla Poetry Award (2020). Gayelene has recently completed her second book of poetry and 
is working on a collection of short stories.

© Gayelene Carbis

Hedda Gabler

she burns his manuscript and I cry out –

see the flames rising up like flags 
of protest, the smoke stifling the air
and seeping into her black lonely lung
which waits for the wound. What lengths 
will she go to? How could she – ?

Yet there you are, 3am at some incinerator 
in an industrial backwoods, shoving down
a chute twenty years of your life to make
space for me in our new life. 

All those proofs which could be shored up as
evidences of who you were and where 
you’ve been have gone up in smoke or
lie buried under trash-mounds.

And you insist I know you now two years down
the track but all I can think about is all that 
work you’re throwing away – old poetry 
and songs you wrote for other lovers. 

You leave me here at Santucci’s
looking through a window waiting while
you go back home to organise the furniture
so we can begin our lives. 
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Homecoming

That strange look on his face again  
saying some woman from work 
looked very closely at the photo 
he put back on the desk that’s new 
in the new workplace 
where no poster-board boasts a ticket stub 
from a film he saw
with some other woman 
and now
it’s a half-knowing smile 
with its eyes wide open 
pretending to be gauche 
as a teenager with a girl
and the fluttering eyes say 
what can this mean? 
it doesn’t take much to see 
it’s starting again
and how
the fervent I’m home and you’re here kisses
that sweep me around the kitchen 
like an affair just beginning 
take on a different light
at the end of the day 

H E D D A  G A B L E R

The Good Breast

It was Christmas Eve at St Vincent’s Hospital breakfast time when they 
brought me round it was morning and just before nine a bell in the 
background rang in my mother’s sleep and she almost believed she’d 
been dreaming of convents but it was only a memory of primary school 
and climbing the rope to ring out lunchtime she says she offered but I 
turned away I baulked at my mother’s breast wouldn’t take to the nipple 
there are babies like that (my brother too) spitting out mother’s milk 
I was swaddled in and brought to her bed but she worn out from birth 
waved me away terrified she’d drop me and like an egg I’d crack shells 
on the floor or she’d sleep and roll on top of me with her milk-laden 
breasts maybe they brought me for feeding yes it’s hard to get a story 
straight when someone says why do you want to know as if you are 
interrogating a war crime maybe I knew that food was dangerous 
there were few nutrients there or it could be it came from her young 
green ignorant scared brown from the sun yellow it’s supposed to come 
naturally but does it a girl unschooled alone in a bed but still love
is not pure that has no boundaries my mother’s milk must have dried 
up and withered away and died but she never cried no use crying 
over spilt milk she’d say and she took me home and loved me to death 

G A Y E L E N E  C A R B I S

© Gayelene Carbis
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Gillian Swain. Photo credit Claire Albrecht.

B I R T H D A Y  N O T E S G I L L I A N  S W A I N

Gillian Swain is from Lake Macquarie, living in East Maitland NSW. Gillian’s first poetry collection is “My Skin its own Sky” (Flying 
Islands Press 2019) following the chap-book “Sang Up” (Picaro Press, 2001). She has poems published in various anthologies and 
journals, most recently ‘Burrow’ (Old Water Rat Publishing, v1&2) and shared first place with Magdalena Ball in the MacLean’s 
Booksellers Award (Grieve Project 2019). She was, prior to Covid 19, the poet in residence at a local café and holds poetry work-
shops for primary and high school students at Linuwel Steiner School. Gillian helps run Newcastle Poetry at the Pub and recently 
performed in three sell-out shows at the Newcastle Fringe. She is the Poetry Curator for the Indie Writers Festival ‘IF Maitland’. 
Gillian’s most favourite things are her four children, her husband and Mum, their two dogs, poetry and coffee, not necessarily in 
that order.

© Gillian Swain

Dissonance

Chem-trail embroidery on blue

Magic rainbows on water
Oil slick taint

Getting lost in the song 
of a butcherbird

Strongest red
is blood
Beautiful cut

Good leather shoes
The hide of them

Silk pyjamas
Boil to not break thread

Curl of cigarette smoke
making art of air
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B I R T H D A Y  N O T E S 

Misty morning Rorschach

Today the squalls seem volatile 
creeping across voids with an uncertain plan

Like wings the wind takes in colour and we find 
ourselves amid the violet 

Old is what the time frame says
its lines blur in husks of memory
 
Beneath a sky crowded lay 
the ebbing mirrors of spillage

How early morning could throw such veils 
keeps us watching 

A wait unnoticed as light climbs through us 
the midline an edge between image and echo

G I L L I A N  S W A I N

© Gillian Swain

Birthday Notes 

Like yesterday the sun spills morning
across expectation as heat rises
burning off a fog that promises a hot one

All the while time tumbles over
long days

Another now
and you’re supposed to notice
something new
again you wonder what’s different

Maybe this one will surprise you     
remember when the cake was still hot in the middle  
with candle wax long and lava like     
on the surface        
of sweet escape       

This time there’s a bigger smile
too many candles
each a beacon to little triumphs,
big surrender

Crumbs and coffee
amulets on lips
the mouth of another year
sings

In the yard you notice it’s all green
the fires have left their mark and cooled
now the brindle trunks are dressed in reassurance
time signature peels and
leaf-gem metronomes

One year on summer has the scent of secrets
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W I L D  F E N N E L

Irina Frolova

I R I N A  F R O L O V A

Irina Frolova is a Russian-Australian poet who lives on the Awabakal land with her three children and two fur babies. Irina has a 
degree in philology from Moscow City Pedagogical University, and she is currently studying psychology at Deakin University.  Her 
work has appeared in Not Very Quiet, Australian Poetry Collaboration, Baby Teeth Journal, Rochford Street Review, The Blue Nib, and 
The Australian Multilingual Writing Project, as well as various anthologies. Irina’s poetry speaks to the experience of immigration 
and a search for belonging. It draws on folklore and explores archetypes through cultural and feminist lenses. Her first collection of 
poetry Far and Wild was released by Flying Island Books in January, 2021. You can find Irina on Instagram @far_and_wild_poetry 
or on Facebook @irinafrolovapoet.

© Irina Frolova

wild fennel

the sky    engorged
with milky blues and greys
air thick with wild
sweetness

yellow heads launch
into the night   like
fireworks   burst
with fragrance
with abandon

and for a moment
I taste it 
the fennel tea brewed
in my nanna’s porcelain cup
a tiny russian kitchen
a childhood ago
she says it’s good for my supply

a newborn mother   wide-eyed
no longer telling 
night from day   I drink
blurred senses
splash at the brim
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B L O O M

Jane Frank

J A N E  F R A N K

Jane Frank’s latest chapbook is WIDE RIVER (Calanthe Press, 2020). Her poems have appeared most recently in Antipodes, Other 
Terrain, Backstory, Shearsman, Takahe, Not Very Quiet, Blue Bottle Journal, Burrow, The Bengaluru Review and Meridian. She was 
Runner Up in the Wigtown International Poetry Prize 2020, has twice been shortlisted for the Thomas Shapcott Poetry Prize and 
was joint winner in 2019 of the Queensland Poetry Festival / Philip Bacon Ekphrasis Award. In March 2021, Jane was a Feature 
Poet at StAnza International Poetry Festival (St. Andrews, Scotland). Her inspiration for poems comes from discovering the surreal 
in the everyday, interest and earlier qualifications in art history, the landscapes of childhood, wise things her children say that stop 
her in her tracks, and time spent by the sea.  Originally from the Fraser Coast region of Queensland, Jane now lives in Brisbane 
and teaches creative writing at Griffith University. Read more of her work at https://www.facebook.com/JaneFrankPoet/ and 
https://janefrankpoetry.wordpress.com/

© Jane Frank

Navigation

Outside in a quartz light. Milky white 
beams latticed with gypsum’s hallmark 

gold. I can see you through it: navigate 
the almost dusk. Pine trees alert to one 

side of the road: the mountain a half 
hidden mystery to the other. Viking 

crews found distant continents like this: 
had a crystal that polarised light. A solar 

compass if fog or cloud was unfathomable. 
Could find sunshine hidden below the 

horizon. Honeybees can do this too: stay 
on course when a fine day blackens. When
 
a field of flowers is as foreign as a sea
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Bloom

The flowering of the night-blooming cereus
was an annual event

preceded by warnings that the buds were 
growing big

It made a home on the jacaranda I’d climbed
my whole life —

each bough a treehouse room or a country, 
the high one where it grew

had often been the deck of my ship. And my 
uncle said it was foreign, 

from Arizona where it was native to the desert
I often wondered

how it came to us — in the beak of a bird or 
smuggled in a

neighbour’s suitcase? I think it will flower 
tonight, he’d say 

and we’d wait for the phone to ring. Walk 
there under a full moon 

in striated light — it followed a lunar cycle. 
We’d stand in the heat, 

B L O O M

 

the adults drinking wine, and wait. At 8 or 9 
the tightly packed petals 

would uncoil in slo-mo, a film of waxy, fragrant 
white from the straggle 

of black-green limbs that climbed beanstalk- 
like, skyward

Its arrival was like a birth, each face the size 
of the cocker spaniel’s 

head. Big, gangly, awkward. The potent aroma 
of vanilla in the still 

thick air always made me feel slightly sick —
the bloom was magical 

in a sinister way, something shared with a were-
wolf, the way it never

waited for the sun’s kiss. The way it withered.
Was dead by dawn.

J A N E  F R A N K

© Jane Frank
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D E A T H  O F  A N  A R C H A E O L O G I S T

Jena Woodhouse. Photo credit Anna Jacobson.

J E N A  W O O D H O U S E

Jena Woodhouse is a Queensland-based poet and fiction writer/ translator/ compiler/ of eleven book and chapbook publications 
across several genres, including six poetry titles. She spent more than a decade living and working in Greece, lured by her amateur 
interest in, and subsequent passion for, archaeology and mythology, reflected in many of her poems. Her most recent publications 
are News from the Village: Travels in Rural Greece (Picaro Poets, 2021), and a re-publication of her story collection, Dreams of Flight 
(Ginninderra, 2020). In recent years, she has been awarded creative residencies in Scotland (a Hawthornden Fellowship); France 
(CAMAC Centre d’Art); Ireland (the Tyrone Guthrie Centre, Annaghmakerrig) and Greece (The Australian Archaeological Institute at 
Athens). Her work, which has received awards for poetry, adult fiction and children’s fiction, appears in many literary journals and 
has thrice been shortlisted for the Montreal International Poetry Prize (2020; 2015; 2013).

© Jena Woodhouse

Death of an Archaeologist

For what seems an eternity, a night that has no end, 
you slither in and out of consciousness, 
unable to steady things, to hold them in your mind,
your grasp; just this dizzying kaleidoscope:
what mattered, or did not – the six-foot bar 
you had to clear; the summit that you had to reach; 
the snowstorm on Lasithi numbing hands and feet; 
beguiled by moonlight at Mycenae, haunted by
the tholos tomb; Egyptian mornings, ravishingly 
lovely, on the upper Nile, where Akhenaten 
and his queen enjoyed their idyll for a while.  

It was always for a while – an icon wick afloat in oil: 
happiness is measured by its afterglow against the dark. 
Your senses lurch through mountain passes, hounded by
a howling gale, only to feel pain like steel stilettos, 
and this pain is real. Wincing at the light, you wonder what 
the bitter fight was for, and then you grasp the point of it, 
before your senses lapse once more. For liberty, for life, 
for love of everything they held in store; your wife, 
this land that you will die for soon: a casualty of war.  

Workmen’s voices echo on the road toward the Knossos site. 
Delirium, not memory, is rearranging time.
Remember, as the pain intensifies – a pincer in your chest. 
An urgent rapping juddering the door, peremptory. 
Is this the moment that your gods  
predestined and prepared you for?  

John Pendlebury (1904-1941), a British archaeologist 
who continued the excavations at Knossos (after Sir Arthur Evans) 
and was in charge of the excavation of Akhenaten’s and Nefertiti’s city,  
Tel-el-Amarna (Egypt), was wounded then executed by the Nazis 
for supporting the Cretans in the Battle of Crete, 1941.
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Ariadne’s Dream

Ever since the killing of Asterion, 
the octopus has lain in wait for me. 
When slumber takes me, he is there, 
his many arms encircle me, then tighten 
as my throat constricts beneath 
their terrifying force. My eyelids 
are clamped shut, my voice is mute, 
I struggle and am caught. I thought 
to rid Knossos of shame; each night 
I see the scarlet yarn I spun 
for Theseus; yet, truth to tell, 
the beautiful Athenian who gleamed 
with gold was why I steeled my heart 
against my half-sibling, Asterion. 

Each night the tentacles of blame 
ensnare me in a crimson cord, 
and when I wake, the signs are visible 
as angry carmine welts, crisscrossing 
my body like a hunter’s mesh. 
My brother’s blood forever stains 
the hands of Theseus, who lately shows 
me his disdain and scorns my company. 
 
The oracles are mocked, that gave good augury.  

D E A T H  O F  A N  A R C H A E O L O G I S T

Sky Bridges above the Seine at Marnay 

In March you hear them passing 
overhead, and you look up to see 
a bridge of wings that transits  
the empyrean; cohering and dissolving 
as the echelons fly north with spring, 
returning from the warm south
of their wintering, to nesting sites.  
Span on span, they arc above the Seine 
in transitory skeins, their voices 
hail each other as they recognise  
their home terrain, feeling the familiar 
thermals ease them through remembered 
skies, where no hunters intercept  
the bridges they construct in flight; 
calling their anticipation, urgency, delight. 

Following the Seine as guide 
they travel onward into night, 
hopeful that with dawn they will 
reach journey’s end, descend, alight. 

Watching from the arched iron bridge 
that bears the needless sign, La Seine – 
water chatoyant chartreuse  
beneath wing-scribbled aqua light –  
I sense the current’s energy, as do
the birds, already tired, urging them
to one last burst of stamina, while I 
abide – wingless, non-amphibious,  
a creature not equipped for flight,  
witnessing the passage of the river,  
chevrons ranged on high, 
listening as pinions cleave  
trajectories through mild spring skies.

J E N A  W O O D H O U S E

© Jena Woodhouse
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S H A P E  O F  D A Y D R E A M S

John Robert Grogan

J O H N  R O B E R T  G R O G A N

John Robert Grogan is an Irish /Australian poet, who plays tradesperson by day and has been based in Sydney, Australia for over 
15yrs. His upbringing in the mountains of Co.Wicklow, Ireland, time in the Mediterranean and his years in Australia, have all cultivated 
a fascination, love and admiration for the natural world and the connectivity of all things. In 2020 he had poems published in 
The Blue Nib and From Whispers to Roars literary magazine. Instagram: @jr_grogan

© John Robert Grogan

Shape of daydreams

My worn-down shoes step beneath a cloudy
blanket. The type we people moan about. 
This menace of emu-grey, hangs low and
heavy, draped from a curvaceous nothing.
The run-out tide laps the webbed-feet
of a solitary tern, that looks bewildered
at the absence of his beloved. 
                                                         Above us
both, the clouds shift, tear apart to reveal
radiant strings that stretch into the sea,
set to wake a world ill-prepared for day.
Reflections sung by swallows on a lamp
trigger refractions, pre-birth memories
of instinctive allegiance to morning light.
Its fortitude, our shared battle with night.

              Born a summer baby, born into sun,
here I am equally a celebrant
Of darkness. This gloom that also worships 
is the bellows to my forge, drawing life
from the breath, coaxing hot tears and laughter
from the belly, as the winds change again.

Their endless coalescence are wordless
prayers in the shape of daydreams, as forgot-
ten as time in the hands of carefree youth.
If only you were here to see this now,
how it all unpacks itself, untroubled 
and divine. Hope passes by on a red 
bicycle, nods a wink of knowing change. 
A new melody drowns the gentle sounds 
of timid waves, as the blossoms unfold.
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Love in a Wild Heart

When I forget her, all is not well, 
and the well is deep, and so I fall, and in the air
I hear cries of yellow-tailed black cockatoos.
They gather in the wind to threats of rain,
playful in the pines with cones unfallen 
from last autumn. I dream of being one
of them, as a wild heart beats for truth.

I’ve learned the lunar side of love lives
in the inside pocket of a tweed jacket
my grandfather never made. And it matches
the feathers of a nightjar, that match
the leaves of the forest floor.
It wears a track down to the sea, 
so I can wash my wings and breathe.
It makes an ache, here, in my silent home,
and makes me sound a little desperate.
I hold no quarrel with silence, we are 
best friends, but sometimes I wish she could make
us tea. Perhaps a side of custard creams.

Grá —LOVE— in my language, foils the luscious-
ness of tongue play. A raw and primal call
to times before the daisy chain was a crown,
and a ribbon bound you to your beloved.
It points to the daredevil dance, the round
the bonfire enchanted romance, to the flicker
of lives upon this earth and in our lovers’ eyes.
This light, the pulse, inside your eager heart
that holds tight a gentle hand, draws close
to nuzzle a soft face into a nape,
to feel a warm breath, take it in, the scent of skin.
So breathe love in. Let time stand still, and hold.
Let love be home.

S H A P E  O F  D A Y D R E A M S

Sky and I 

I RACE myself and light to the sunrise,
to stain senses, turquoise, green and rose-gold.
I steal away by moon to sea, to sigh
and gently wake my heart, softly behold

This glory for my eyes. The morning breaks 
slick, glassy, even though the sloppy crawl
splash of a braver-than-I swimmer’s wake,
parts long across the high-tide shark-net walls.

Above, sunlight draws colour from darkness,
beckons rise to the cormorants and waves,
startles whitebait’s silver-arrowed stillness
to evade some savage mouth. Foretold fates
kiss prismatic skies. Fortunes breathe, hearts rush,
below this cosmic painter and their brush.

J O H N  R O B E R T  G R O G A N

© John Robert Grogan
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N A N O S E C O N D S

Julia Kaylock

J U L I A  K A Y L O C K

Julia Kaylock has worked as a journalist, copywriter, feature writer, web content writer, and is the author of career texts, educa-
tional video scripts and training programs. She is also an editor, proof reader, reviewer and manuscript assessor.  Julia’s work 
has been widely published, appearing in literary journals and anthologies such as The Blue Nib (Issue 41, 2020), Grieve (2020), 
The Burrow (2020, 2021), and Globalisation (MMH Press, 2021).  She has also led the creation of several anthologies of poetry, 
including Messages from the Embers: From Devastation to Hope (Black Quill Press, 2020) and Poetry for the Planet: An Anthology 
of Imagined Futures (scheduled for release October 2021). Her memoir in verse, Child of the Clouds will be released in mid-2021 
under her own imprint, Litoria Press (www.litoriapress.com), which is providing opportunities for poets, memoirists and writers 
on social issues.

© Julia Kaylock

Nanoseconds

The concrete pathway runs out at a brick wall
my mind hovers like a cursor on a screen
wanting to move this story along
but the fortress is unyielding, no data to retrieve.
I knew - or thought, or perhaps just imagined
there was a mulberry tree that I used to climb,
Was that me, or a dream I had
of another child, at a different time?

History hides behind the fallibility of years.
From the distance of a lifetime
it is hard to separate truth from nostalgia.
In the absence of evidence – 
no photos, no notes scrawled on pretty paper,
no-one to provide confirmation
that I once occupied this place.
There’s only memory’s graffiti;
a tagline without a tale,
the rise and fall of walls and fruit trees neutralised
while I stab at possibilities.
Attempting to re-inscribe a past that hides, petulantly
making me wonder, did I exist at all?
Did I have a youth, a childhood, a future?
Or is this inconsequential aging woman all I am,
ever was, and will be?

Fragments fall into obscurity,
This wall continues to assert itself 
as hard, cold fact.
Mulberry trees? File Not Found
All is erased:

Access denied. 
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N A N O S E C O N D S

Remembering Andalusia, 2015

Reclining on a ledge
above claret-coloured rooftops
I am someone else entirely,
in a world that speaks different truths
willing the sundown.
On cue, the birds arrive,
finding their place on the cathedral roof,
a clamorous sea of white
against the azure sky

The magic moment arrives,
white walls turn amber.
and you come, guapo 
opening your guitar case.
I sit and wait
while you read my mind,: perdia, buscanda –
Lost, searching. I nod, 
I didn’t know I was, before you came,

I empty coins into the guitar case.
We swap Instagram handles
and promise to stay in touch.
Back home, I become a voyeur 
watching as you
try out for acting roles,
fall in love,
play songs on your guitar,
become single again, 
acquire a kitten,

J U L I A  K A Y L O C K

© Julia Kaylock

You implore me to visit.
I look for cheap flights
to Madrid –

Then, the pandemic hits.
You disappear from Instagram
and I realise, I have no way
of reaching you now.
I don’t even know your address,
and you are perdió –
Now, who will read my mind?
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M O R E E

Justin Lowe

J U S T I N  L O W E

Justin Lowe lives in a house called “Doug” in the Blue Mountains west of Sydney where he edits international poetry blog 
Bluepepper.

© Justin Lowe

Aides-de-Camp

hardly
had the night ended

than she drew the curtains
to a dark storm brewing

the high thunder curling
all brassy around the curtain rings

roosting there for an hour or so
every door handle emitting an angry spark

prognosis:

two rutting away in the guest room,
two in foetal bundles on the dog leg sofa

and in an hour the delegation is due
in the sleek cars black as hearses

to sign away their country
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Moree

I worry about my nephew.
I worry about a lot of things
but now and then I worry about my nephew.

he is a man of twenty-nine
who long ago had my measure,
so he’s fine.

but all the same I worry.

when I heard about Moree I worried.
some job on a cotton farm
on the treeless expanse among the sickly rivers

I stood at my window for a long time
looking west, as it happens
due west where the day dies

it is, afterall, what the anxious do,
like all the well-meaning and ineffectual of this world,
we stare at glass

our breath clutching like a fist

I know my nephew loves me
and that he has my measure
but he hides the best of himself from me

he hides his fears and worries from me
which is where all his courage lies
and so I can’t quite get a fix and I worry.

M O R E E

I try to picture Moree:
the taut sky
the vast plains and silted rivers

the cotton
that sucks it all dry
like a vast white sponge

and then I worry again:
that he won’t take his warfarin
that the heat will pound on his heart until it breaks

I wanted to write a poem today about nature
because it is to nature we turn when we worry
but all I could see was a vast emptiness

and so

J U S T I N  L O W E

© Justin Lowe
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At Uncle Leo’s Wedding

I was feeling my way, OK?
you notice the movement of every waiter
when you’re sat at a table like that
the opening and closing of every door

it gets you thinking about the beginning
and the end of things, whether
this is really the look for you
sat there with your hands clasped

resisting the urge to clap along
when the lights go out
and all glassy eyes are raised to heaven
and they start dancing that strange dance

that only widows seem to know by heart

M O R E E J U S T I N  L O W E

© Justin Lowe

Photograph by Mark Ulyseas.

©Mark Ulyseas
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B E I N G  C A S S A N D R A  O F  T R O Y

Kate McNamara

K A T E  M C N A M A R A

Kate McNamara is a Canberra based poet, playwright and critical theorist. Her plays have been performed internationally. 
McNamara delivered the opening address to the Fourth International Conference of Women Playwrights in Galway (2001). She 
was awarded the H.C Coombs Fellowship at ANU (1991) and elected to the Emeritus Faculty. She won The Banjo Patterson Award 
for her short story Verity. Her published works include Leaves, The Rule of Zip (AGP) Praxis and The Void Zone (AGP). Her poetry, 
short fiction and critical theory has been published in a number of anthologies including There is No Mystery (ed. K Kituai, 1998), 
The Death Mook (ed. Dion Kagan, 2008) These Strange Outcrops(2020) and The Blue Nib (2020) She has also worked extensively 
as an editor and has only recently returned to her first great love, poetry. McNamara is currently working on The Burning Times.

© Kate McNamara

Being Cassandra of Troy: 
A History of the Future

 The Sybil with raving mouth utters solemn, unlovely, unadorned words… 
 across a thousand years. (Heraclitus)

It is here     where I stand.
There are no headless lions bestriding the House of Atreus now
the curse that never sleeps   can not   will not    Hecuba’s appalling
fertility destroyed us all   but for me    the voice of hissing snakes uncurled
beneath my tongue till I no longer gave them birth    that much I learned
at Clytemnestra’s ax     now there is a stillness in my hands
careful with the words    that once eclipsed me   a great ox sat on my tongue. 

A royal daughter of Troy    woven into the prisons of my father’s rages
now     here    I am a matrix hiding words    as stars burn and fall    I am 
she who walks casting no shadow    no mortal man  can endanger that.
Do any of you truly believe that I should be compelled to utter these indecencies?
It is here    where I stand    the cataclysm of your time      stay not your hands 
your mouths          I   walked the purple way    edged in blood  
the timeless curse of the House of Lions.

All your houses shall perish as you breathe.

Not even a planet could silence me now     I know how to name a star bound
to the cauls of moons    black    black    the holes in space      the tides in time
returning    restless   reckless   gravid with truth     birthing it   hearing your words
rotting in your mouths    warlords     power mongers    rapists     liars    
as cunning as Odysseus   all your wooden horses are your Troy    Achilles the brute  
Ajax the monster     Agamemnon    child killer     earth killer    
your endless rapacity      written in the memory of a river of sacred water  
poisoned with greed      histories of depravity

continued overleaf...
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Being Cassandra of Troy: 
A History of the Future     contd...

O Troy burning   ashes   cinders   bodies writhing in the light    the sea drowning.

Barbarian souls have no syntax   no symmetry     in the cosmos of time
my mind is burning     burning    as the earthquake of truth comes   
shaking like a spider in a web       in the black lattice of time
It is here now where I stand    the catastrophe of your time       I am Cassandra
I cannot lie    only the initiate stuffs up her mouth with earth   goes bleating   creeping
to the sacrifice    I will never go there again    I was a hostage to love once      no more
I cannot unsay the barren curse    I will say the prophecy   what can you do to me now?
I   who lived     so little      so long ago             I tell you    it is here now
blood flooding    infernos burning    mindless desecration     earth convulsing 
It is here   where I stand     the future of the past          I cannot breathe.

B E I N G  C A S S A N D R A  O F  T R O Y

Ajax and Cassandra by Johann Heinrich Wilhelm Tischbein, 1806.

K A T E  M C N A M A R A

© Kate McNamara
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P I X E L  F I S H

Kate Rees

Museum Station

And the waiting for the train on the platform, the 
fetor of the heat in the late February air, and the heat 
held your face as the gaze of a lover and the heat on 
the back of your neck, sweat from the running down 
at your crown, and the tap of the pulse at your wrist 
and the throb at the side of your head and air is a 
lung that moves on the pulse of a train, wind punching
punching down the platform where passengers wait, 
briefcases/school bags held in hands, and you are 
running, running, running down the platform to the 
river where the storm water rushes and I loose off my 
bag and follow—arms outstretched touching only the 
hem of your dress, and you lose my grasp at the edge 
of the bank; that little ledge of time. 

I breathe in the smell of backwashed soil. I breathe 
the churn of the water, the brine of its flow. I see you 
far out, in the middle of the swirl, there for seconds 
and then gone. The clutch of water is over my shoes 
and the liquid spill and chill of it fills me—the sudden 
press of wet material clasping ankles and mud sticks 
my feet to the bank so. The river closes and pulls me 
back to the platform where the train punches into 
the station. And I am there with a pack on my back, 
blazer pinned to my shoulders, hunched away from 
the tunnel breath of the train looking for you among 
the throng of a crowded station.

K A T E  R E E S

KA Rees writes poetry and short fiction. Her poems and short stories have been included by Australian Poetry, Cordite Poetry 
Review, in Kill Your Darlings’ New Australian Fiction anthology, by Margaret River Press, Overland, Review of Australian Fiction, 
Spineless Wonders and Yalobusha Review, among others. Kate was short-listed for the 2016 Judith Wright Poetry Award and she 
was the recipient of the 2017 Barry Hannah Prize in Fiction. She was a 2019 Varuna fellowship holder for her manuscript of short 
fiction and the national winner of the 2019 joanne burns Microlit Award. She is a participant in the 2021 Sydney Observatory 
residency program, where she wrote both Pixel Fish and Museum Station, the two poems included here as part of a larger work 
in progress.

© Kate Rees
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Pixel Fish

Terrance’s fish are in the bucket, the bucket is full, the
fish lie suspended, stranded. Terrance takes pictures 
and uploads them for his relatives. He captions 
beneath a bream (its scale-and-silver skin) the sky 
is large above the city tonight. He takes his light to 
the fish and out to blackness beyond the pier’s edge. 
And the weight of all of that water and the heft of the 
knife’s wet blade, and the night wrapped around the 
city, and the chat of others throwing lines out, and 
the party boats on the harbour with welcome drinks 
for the invited, and the way the water reaches for the 
pylons—arms of an implacable child, and the shad-
ows cast from boats moving against the wharves; the 
odd loose stay tinking a starboard bow. He looks for 
the moon, the edge is the night. And there, tonight, 
floating on the water is her white-rippled double—
shadow cathedral among the ink-scape; a water’s 
depth of coldness to press her shadow against. Fish 
can be heavy and that is a good thing, his thoughts 
loosen as he casts his line out and reels it in, feeling 
droplets of water and the signature of nylon pressed 
into his skin. Slowly his line moves through depth 
and touches weeds and structures, he feels it as if a 
sonar broadcasting his intention, the baited anchor 
with its blooded hope: the catch of little silver.

He returns: his hole-in-the-wall apartment, his one 
pressed suit hanging on the bedroom door, two white  
shirts draped across the back of this chair. He inserts 
commas in the dark spaces of his life; his laptop, 
dialogue pop-up, his Aunt: What kind of work is this? 
The best kind, he types and uploads more fish.

P I X E L  F I S H

https://pixabay.com/photos/ocean-night-sky-night-sky-863142/

K A T E  R E E S

© Kate Rees
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T H E  S T R E E T S

Kelly Van Nelson

K E L L Y  V A N  N E L S O N

Kelly Van Nelson is the Sydney based #1 bestselling author of six books, including Graffiti Lane, Punch and Judy, Retrospective, 
and Rolling in the Mud. Her literary work has featured in numerous publications and her contemporary poetry books have 
been gifted to Hollywood celebrities, including Academy Award winners. She is a prominent media figure using poetry to drive 
conversation on social issues, including bullying and domestic violence. She is a KSP First Edition Fellowship recipient, winner 
of AusMumpreneur ‘Big Idea Changing the World’ Award, Roar Success Best Book and Most Powerful Influencer Awards, CEO 
Magazine Managing Director of the Year finalist and Telstra NSW Businesswoman of the Year finalist. She is also mum of two 
and the Managing Director of a Fortune 500. In short, she is a juggler. Kelly is represented by Newman Agency and her website 
is http://www.kellyvannelson.com/

© Kelly Van Nelson

The Streets

The streets are empty, no signs of life 
except for the movement of last night’s 
newspaper blowing in the breeze,
soaked with vinegar and stained with grease 
from battered fish and chips that passed the lips
of a young girl hungry for nourishment
of a home cooked meal, settling 
for deep-fried sustenance
because she can’t even reach the stove top
to try and warm a tin of baked beans 
and nobody ever taught her to cook 
because even her mama doesn’t know 
how to knock up a meal or read a child
a book before bed, as a parent never 
pedigree bred, not adequately well-read 
herself.

The streets are shadows 
cast down alleyways 
with unchartered dark corners to navigate 
beside scuttling spiders trying to bait
the innocent into a tangled web of doubt 
where the bulbs of lampposts have long since burned out
and the people once hitting pavement no longer go out
because it’s too dangerous to go about 
daily business without fear of being mugged of a purse 
filled with nothing but a few coins

continued overleaf...
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The Streets       contd...

since unemployment doesn’t adequately reimburse
anyone but the criminals who try to coerce
the bag dangling from your shoulder 
as they scare you with the glint of their eye
so far gone from a catcher in the rye,
their innocence lost too soon 
to borstal because they set out to steal the silver spoon
always destined to be missing at birth, 
coming up empty-handed and red-handed 
from nothing but hollow turf
wars.

The streets are unyielding,
concrete slabs trodden on by foot soldiers
marching about their business 
in steel caps and fluorescents, earning their keep, 
fighting to keep their children asleep 
in the trenches between threadbare cotton sheets,
where the union is a weapon in the war 
to make two ends meet
and the enemy of debt can never retreat 
and is always beat down to a pulp, 
stamped out beneath weary feet 
trying to avoid falling between the wise cracks 
filled with chewed up gum and the pun about the bum
who cannot make a decent living, immortalised 
in the past, present, and future-proofed, 
labelled with the unforgiving truth –
a dead man walking.
 

T H E  S T R E E T S

The streets are gold
plated, unabated 
treasure, filled with riches beyond the dollar
invisible to the naked eye unable to see 
beneath graffitied veneer
the sheer value in being the deer
in the headlights of the luxury vehicle rear
parked in private driveways 
petitioning to make the highway 
on only one side of the tracks
to avoid unwanted hacks 
on their tarmac 
from the poor.

The streets are truth,
the harsh reality of have and have not’s,
sunburnt in the harsh glare of neon lighting, 
blinking while clinging to hope,
one letter missing, because society finally broke
the flow of electricity keeping life pulsing 
through the vein of commoners who will never reign
but are the grain needed to remain sustainable
in this unrecognisable world we have claimed as home
while walking alone along the path to divine destiny
with directions carved by hand 
to avoid 
   sinking 
   in 
         quicksand –
I am the streets.

K E L L Y  V A N  N E L S O N

© Kelly Van Nelson
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D E A T H

Kit Willett

K I T  W I L L E T T

Kit Willett is an Auckland-based English teacher, poet, and executive editor of the New Zealand poetry journal Tarot. His first poetry 
collection, The Dying of the Light, responds to treating Milton’s Paradise Lost as a sacred text, exploring themes of ecofeminism 
and postcolonialism in the epic narrative, and is planned for release in 2021. More at kitwillett.tarotpoetry.nz

© Kit Willett

Death

              enters the world to dine and sup. Slowly—
steadily—with no need to gorge or glut. She takes 
the refuse out. She keeps the glimmer on the water-top, 
milks the toxins—gone. She has an energy—calm 
and constant—when you get to know her, but—oh dear!
She is not the kind of girl to bring home to the family. She is wild. 

Now is the time for the earth to rest—to take a year 
of Jubilee. She stops that damned decay from spreading 
its roots, and instead begins a process of renewal. 
She is a welcome friend after all this turmoil—
she is a hellhound of God, and when she follows 
you everywhere, that is God saying you are loved. 

Death is becoming Mother Nature—trees grow around 
her as she paces. Soft rabbits parade around her throne 
before they wither back to the ground. She sucks the water 
from flowers and watches them wilt.
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Before the Mountain

As I watch, the powerlines are spaghetti 
being steamed, gradually gaining limpness, 
losing their solidity. The birds freeze 
in picture-perfect poses. 

The dirt path snakes around the lake, 
reflecting the oranges and pinks 
and purples of above. The sun 
does not like to be seen. 

She has slunk behind the mountain, 
but her light appears in the house 
windows, disguised as fire 
or fluorescent bulbs. There are no stars, 

but the planets and the planes shift 
across the sky at different speeds. 
One day, the tiny white and pastel purple 
flowers will be plucked and tossed, 

and they too will fly. But in the meantime, 
I watch the cables sag with duty, sending 
pleasant sounds and warm messages 
as they sit planted in the cold, listening only for the wind.

D E A T H

A Picnic

Of all the experiences I have had, I have never stood in a field of lavender 
with rows and rows of the stuff, and great clumps of dry grass between them. 

I have never gazed at a perfect sky. I have never stood in such a field, 
with a lone peach tree on top of the hill, straining to escape the earth. 

I have never marched unceasing towards that peach tree, 
treading on lavender and wild chamomile with bare feet. 

A walk to collect fruit has never been a trudge through thick fragrance.
No smell could ever remind me of my ex-wife’s bitter perfume. 

I have never seen tulips—brushed, pastel tulips—tenderly painted tulips—
growing at the base of that tree. And I have never tasted a sour peach.

K I T  W I L L E T T

© Kit Willett
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W H A T  T H E  W O R L D  D R E A M S

Laura Jan Shore

L A U R A  J A N  S H O R E 

Born in the UK, raised in the US and now living in Australia, Laura Jan Shore’s poetry collections include Breathworks (Dangerously 
Poetic Press, 2002), Water over Stone (Interactive Press, 2011), Afterglow (Interactive Press, 2020). She’s also the author of YA novel, 
The Sacred Moon Tree, (Bradbury Press,1986), nominated for the Washington Irving Children’s Book Award. Her work has been 
published in anthologies and literary journals on four continents including Magma and The Best Australian Poems 2013.  In 2019, 
she received her MFA in Poetry from Pacific University. https://laurajanshore.com/

© Laura Jan Shore

Our Task

 But our task is to die… Antonio Machado

I yield the heft of my bones, sniff
the gauze of darkness and sink.
This is my practice.

I imagine oblivion as turmeric yellow.
It tastes like blood.

Outside, the flutter of bat wings, an unhinged
gate, frogs moaning

like deranged cows, all blur
into a nameless din. A soporific bliss.

Sheltering inside my skull, I peer
at the poem inscribed there.
The line I can’t quite read.

From the corner of lax lips, sorrow crusts.
I want to know the blank face
of my absence.

Untethered to the slump of clay, I want
to rise up

to where things happen,
but there’s no time.

In the space between—am I 
liquid as a chrysalis
                  
Or gaseous—
each pore an aperture
             streaming sun.
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Storms

Lightening ruptures the sky. Rain sutures
the soil. Windows distort runnels of wet
into prisms of dull light.
On the veranda, a half-drowned magpie
eyes me with an indignant ruffle of feathers.
Our road is a river now. Two pelicans glide by.
Banked at the verge, a tangle of branches.
Wading in, water laps my knees,
all swirl and swill.
Wind slithers 
beneath my collar, billows my jacket.
I breathe the sea’s dark breath,
salt crusting my tongue until
head flung back, face to the spitting sky,
I mimic the curlew’s cry.

Don’t give me shelter, tear open the roof
of my skull. Flood all my plans.
Toss me like flotsam
on the waves. I thrive in the tumult.

Storms remind me—
even alone, I’m not alone.

W H A T  T H E  W O R L D  D R E A M S

What the World Dreams

The world dreams she’s a menopausal woman
with too many brawling brats in a housing commission flat.

If she could afford a bus ticket, she’d be gone
yesterday.  

Her kids know her flaw
is her fondness for them and exploit it.
 
Don’t annoy her too much, even she
has her breaking point. 

The world burns, then floods.
The world dreams of a cottage by the sea.

Spills tears into the ash
of all she has lost.

In her reveries, she recalls being worshipped,
now called, pagan, said with disdain.

The world’s not too shy to storm and growl.
In the world’s dream, her children grow

humble and reverent or at least remember
to tidy up and deal with their trash.

L A U R A  J A N  S H O R E 

© Laura Jan Shore
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W A H I N E  W A I

Lincoln Jaques

L I N C O L N  J A Q U E S

Lincoln Jaques holds a Master of Creative Writing, which centred on the noir fiction of Jean Patrick Manchette, Ted Lewis, David 
Goodis and Patricia Highsmith. His poetry, fiction and travel writing has appeared most recently in Tough Magazine, Noir Nation 
(forthcoming), Mother Mary Comes to Me: A Pop Culture Poetry Anthology, The Blue Nib, Mayhem, Poetry NZ Yearbook and Blackmail 
Press. He was a finalist in the 2018 NZ Emerging Poets. He lives in Auckland.

© Lincoln Jaques

Wahine Wai*

In life—
it’s funny how we say “In life”
as if it’s an old comfortable coat—
In life she wanted to be near the water.
Always the water and without it, she
would start to become quiet, like
evenings when there’s nothing more to do
but slow down, running out of things
to say, becoming bored of the day
always waiting for another. 

I asked her, “What would you like
to be when you die?”
She said, “What a strange question!”
But I knew she understood.
I took her to the water,
she swam, and I watched her,
how she looked as though she’d
reached home.

In life (here we go again) she 
was an uncomfortable ghost.
She couldn’t move through walls 
but she felt she could move through
water just as well. Water has no barriers;
you can enter, she told me once, and never
stop, going on and on, endlessly.

It’s true. One morning I awoke and
she was gone.  I went down to the sea
knowing she had picked up a shell
and was somewhere crossing the currents
her wake a silver thread visible only 
by moonlight.

*Literally trans. from Teo Reo Māori = ‘Water Woman’.
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W A H I N E  W A I

Stari Grad

Twenty-Four years after the bombs stopped
we caught the bus from Hvar township
across the mountains to Stari Grad,
got lost at first and you talked to a man
hosing down the path in front of his shop;
the expression on his face that someone who
got off the bus talked to him in Hrvatski.

We made it into the town centre
where idle men smoked filterless Ronhills outside
cafés and women sold lavender from small stalls
along the waterfront that no one bought.

Finally we found Hektorović’s villa that took 
all his life to build; he was still thinking of it on his deathbed.
There’s a reminder of this in the pool in the courtyard
where I watched a woman remove her shoe 
dip her big toe into the water, her long naked
leg reflected in the green surface, the fish swimming
up from the deep to inspect the toes before quickly
losing interest.

You have to really look for it but there
above the waterline on the wall a skull and crossbones,
a reminder of our fleeting lives, how Hektorović himself
didn’t have enough time for writing poetry and building his
mansion. For it all got away from him in the end.

We walk back out, surrender our brochures 
to the bored boy taking money at the door:
he has no memory of the war.
Out into the warm sun; it’s the end of summer 
but the stones still hold the late morning heat.
We move towards the café, the safety of coffee.

L I N C O L N  J A Q U E S

© Lincoln Jaques

This Last Equation

The day sinks beneath all waterlines.
Birds stay still in the trees; no wind.

Taste the silence. Sniff the fear.
Sitting immobile, touching the essence

of near-death. Backbone unhinges
ankle sinks into mud and guts.

In a half-dream, I return to my childhood
bedroom, visualising every detail. 

The wallpaper; the Underwood with the 
sheet strangling the spool, empty of letters. 

The bed where several before
me have taken their last breath. 

A finger of sun pressed across a King James.
I awake; someone sniffs beside me. A sob.

A greedy fly swirls round the crinkled
tin lid of tainted meat. Even its life means more.

We wait in that predestined peace, wait
for the siren to rip through. If I

stood up now I may just get to see 
the first rays of sun in time.
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R E M A K E

Luciana Croci

L U C I A N A  C R O C I

Luciana Croci is a Newcastle-based poet and writer, whose work is published in Animal Encounters (Catchfire Press 2012), Australian 
Novascapes, Speculative Fiction Anthology (Invisible Elephant Press 2016), Poetry Collaboration, (Meuse Press,2018,2019,2020), 
The Blue Nib Literary Magazine (Issue 41) and the e-anthology Mediterranean Odyssey. She has a background in languages (Latin, 
French, Italian, German and Japanese).

© Luciana Croci

Remake

on my sun-strewn verandah
I wind woollen yarn from long discarded knits
a cat rolls tangles paws in the angora 
flosses front teeth
eyes alive ready to spring

my mind winds into a ball
my fingers ready to tease out threads
I cast on
rework the tight first row
hook new phrases 
pull loop through loop
consider tension
one strangled stranded syllable

snap thread and start again
cast on a line count stitches units words
viewing from the sun’s perspective
makes me dizzy
but flat earth’s too static --
I eyed the sun
through a pin-hole once
but that was shadow-play

the cat’s asleep now
my toes are warm
think about texture pattern style
slack and pull of thread

a lizard ventures close
and a mosquito 
we make lines of what’s here and now
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Imposing Order

dusk draws a line
from the magnolia’s topmost flower  
to the tip of the purple bougainvillea
my eye plays with distances and boundaries 
imposing structure where there is none

none in a bird call
unless I choose to find it
a rose’s petal tutu is skewed 
despite my attempts to view symmetry
I am the one to pin a name 
on petrichor rising and wafting 
from rain-soaked asphalt 

nature’s laissez-faire is interpreted
in words and lines, rules are imposed 
to classify masterpiece and failure

Da Vinci’s sketches are meshed 
with inter-crossing perspective lines 
as bare as winter brambles
Lily Briscoe limned a line 
across her problematic painting
and her picture was complete 

eyeing his delicate impasto 
Turner found brush and paint
and lobbed a red blob on its translucence

R E M A K E

we take rose petals and leaves
file their soft shape to fractals
arrange them in elaborate 
mathematically precise mandalas
draw timelines in textbooks
trace world history dot to dot

rule off at end of day
to make our darkness
more secure

L U C I A N A  C R O C I

© Luciana Croci
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W O R D S  A R E  B U L L E T S

Magdalena Ball

M A G D A L E N A  B A L L

Magdalena Ball is a novelist, poet, reviewer and interviewer, and is the Managing Editor of Compulsive Reader.  She has been 
widely published in literary journals, anthologies, and online, and is the author of several published books of poetry and fiction, 
including, most recently High Wire Step (Flying Island Press, 2018), and Unreliable Narratives (Girls on Key Press, 2019). A new 
book titled Density of Compact Bone will be released by Ginninderra Press in late 2021.

© Magdalena Ball

Words are Bullets

He called her cunt.

The children heard the word
travelling slower than sound
past spoons clanking
the singing and dancing dinner routine. 

The boarder looked up 
from a scrappy meal
his neck taking the shock 

a fast twist
halted by the thud 
of a whiskey glass
the crack of the C, the nasal N
the plosive T. 

It hit her like a bullet
leaving a hole
visibly smoking.

She said nothing didn’t 
even breathe in.

Her twelve year old daughter’s
exquisite voice stopping abruptly
mid-song.

She thought to herself 
“sticks and stones” but her arms 
were the sticks; her bones the stones.
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Eva Stormgirl

Eva was born into a storm.
Rain blew into the curtains 
as she screamed for the first 
but not the last time. 

Her eyes glowed lavender 
before settling to hazel green.

Her need in that moment was great
as it is for all newborns.
Too quickly other needs 
outflanked hers.

She learned to read the room
her mothers tears, the ink 
of her education.
Her father needed 
to be watched carefully.  

When the house 
was full of drinking
card-playing men
dangerous, bloodshot, aroused
she taught herself to shrink 
to fade her outline
slipping in and out of view
like a ghost.

W O R D S  A R E  B U L L E T S

It was a skill she would return to 
long after the shrapnel 
of her father’s prodigious anger
created scars that wouldn’t heal
for generations, silver marks
on the highway of Eva’s legacy
where the sublimated burst forth
in streams of broken light
reflecting all her father had lost 
and all she would 
have to sing back into being.

M A G D A L E N A  B A L L

© Magdalena Ball
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Goodie Basket

Nothing could contain the earthly beauty 
of her voice, powerful enough
to shatter glass; to time-travel
to unfurl the trauma of her DNA
to heal beyond the span of a life.

The gift she was born with.
Her brothers taught her 
to use it well.

Sustaining notes above one hundred
decibels, sound against resonant
frequency, shattering every preconception.

What she did with it is another story
what didn’t shatter 
when she hit the high note. 

Passed, not from her mother
whose goodie basket
included a generation of guilt
and the deep-seated desire
to mother the world.

The whole lost neighbourhood
was held in those skinny arms.
Strangers unleashing all manners 
of pain, sorrow, loss, which she 
sopped up, her body a sponge

The voice was his
a birdsong he recognised 
felt the loss of, and mourned
long after the whisky buzz faded
and his body escaped 
the prison of lost dreams.

W O R D S  A R E  B U L L E T S M A G D A L E N A  B A L L

© Magdalena Ball

Photograph by Mark Ulyseas.
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M Y  M O T H E R ’ S  R O O M

Mark Roberts

M A R K  R O B E R T S

Mark Roberts is a writer, critic and publisher who lives in the Blue Mountains west of Sydney. He is the founder and co-editor 
of the online journal Rocford Street Review (https://rochfordstreetreview.com/). He has been widely published in journals and 
anthologies both in Australia and overseas and his latest book, Concrete Flamingos, was published by Island Press in 2016.

© Mark Roberts

My mother’s room

flowers  move through fever 
a dragon emerges
from a painted vase

 
on a ladder i reach up
scrape decades of paint
from a decorated plaster ceiling
outline ornate oriental vases 
roses and lilies
my mother’s childhood room

i fill gaps where plaster falls
shaping the putty 
with damp hands

behind me 
dragon tails
disappears
into
delirium 
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Learning to shoot

Before she got sick Ida taught me how to shoot
with an old 22 that had belonged to her mother.
A rabbit gun mainly, though years before she 
had used it to help clear kangaroos in the top paddock.

Sitting on the back steps facing the sheep yard
she showed me how to clean and oil 
the action before handing it to me
and going inside for the bullets. 
Always carry the bullets separately to the rifle.
Only ever load immediately before you shoot.

We walked out to the paddock behind the shed.
Set up a row of jam tins on an old plough.
With an unloaded rifle she showed me 
how to hold it against my shoulder, 
to stand with feet apart, balanced,
moving the weight from the front foot
to the back as the trigger was squeezed.
She stood behind me as I learnt how to aim
squinting down the long metal barrel.

Then she took a single bullet from a packet
in her bag and handed it to me, 
talking me through the process. 
Click, slide, slide, click. 
Taking stance, lining up the jam tin 
slowly pulling the trigger
the sudden kick against my shoulder
forcing me to take a short step back.

M Y  M O T H E R ’ S  R O O M

By the third shot I hit the tin and then it was easy.
I fired off 10 bullets in all and destroyed 5 jam tins.

On the way back  Ida motioned for me to stop 
putting a finger to her lip. She took a bullet
from the pack,  loaded. and aimed at something 
near the gate. As she fired a large brown snake
leaped into the air headless, twisting and coiling, 
It was still twitching when we got to it, she picked 
it up by the tail  and draped it over the wire fence.

M A R K  R O B E R T S

© Mark Roberts
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T H E  G O D W I T  S H O R E S

Mark Tredinnick

M A R K  T R E D I N N I C K

Dr Mark Tredinnick BA (Hons), LLB (Hons), MBA, PhD—is a celebrated poet, essayist, and teacher. His many works of poetry and prose 
include A Gathered Distance, Almost Everything I Know, Egret in a Ploughed Field, Bluewren Cantos, Fire Diary, The Blue Plateau, 
and The Little Red Writing Book. For twenty-five years, he’s taught poetry and expressive writing at the University of Sydney, 
where he was poet in residence in 2018. His many honours include two of the world’s foremost poetry prizes, the Montreal and 
the Cardiff. “His is a bold, big-thinking poetry,” Sir Andrew Motion has written, “in which ancient themes (especially the theme 
of our human relationship with landscape) are recast and rekindled.” “One of our great poets of place,” Judy Beveridge has called 
him. In 2020, Tredinnick was awarded the Order of Australia Medal for services to literature and education. His latest book is 
his fourth collection, Walking Underwater (Pitt Street poetry, 2021); his fifth collection, A Beginner’s Guide, appears on 2 January 
2022 (Bird Fish). Mark is the father of five, and he lives with his partner Jodie Williams in Gundungurra country, along the 
Wingecarribee, southwest of Sydney. In 2020 he launched his online poetry masterclass series, What the Light Tells. 
For more: marktredinnick.com

© Mark Tredinnick
continued overleaf...

The Godwit Shores

 For Jodie

I DON’T Mind the rain at all,
                you said. A small articulation of how it is

You ‘ve learned to live so well. There’s nothing much
You don’t know how to weather and divine

How, in time, to practise care upon. 
        Like these birds, who fly the bright 
And quiet news of you on seasonal loops around the earth,
   

A miracle lost on all but the few who look
   but also see among three generations 

Lost to all that matters (except themselves), you walk a light-footed
Electricity of hope across the tidal flats, you fathom

A feast from unpropitious shores, 
          and you fly, when you’re ready, a flight
Of immaculate affection for where you find yourself and where

You’ll likely find yourself next—some farther place, 
          some sedgeland, some selvedge, some steppe.

And this year, for your birthday, the heavens chose to pour
Where last time they’d shone, and you found no less
    Joy in that. Happiness is what happens
         and how you practise that with love: this 
Is what your life tells, its art the same art as these shores.
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Dolphin Point

 For Jodie Williams

PERHAPS, LOVE, we are like the two eagles, who surf
    The break-neck breeze above the basalt
Shore at dusk, quartering the moon
     between us, the intemperate tide at bay 
    
    Beneath us. Perhaps, love, like the birds, we hang here easy in the eye 
Of a southerly gale, held like a breath above the affray, 
         two years as fast as a fortnight behind us, 
    The day already a decade deep. 
                                 (And miles to go… And miles.)

T H E  G O D W I T  S H O R E S M A R K  T R E D I N N I C K

© Mark Tredinnick

Green Pond

ON THE BRIDGE above the lake, we stop

    And watch green algae walk on water under-
Neath. Black ducks swim tracks in it,
    Like frigates through floe-ice. Near shore 
Where tea-trees sip the Autumn air, the scrim
    Thins to a loose selvedge in which a scum
Of sky floats. For all the world, the lake’s
    Become the land. 
   Mind at its black art
Works this way, too: it lays floors down
    To sink beneath them thoughts too dark
To think, traumas too much like death to live,
    Failures too utter to speak; but the floor, it turns
Out, is a fabric, and lost thoughts don’t drown;
    Dark matter won’t dissolve. Ghosts 
That ache for bodies to walk and voices to wail
    The world, our sorrows need our mercy; they bloat
And want the light, and over time, they float
    And break surface. 
              Waterbirds at breakfast
Make wakes for them; the bright plaints of butcher-
    Birds divine them; parrots, dwelling, as far 
As one can tell, in lives without remorse, 
    Browse them up from garden beds. Don’t think
You’ll ever be ready to bear the grief you’ve spent
    A lifetime turned from. But what looks hard will yield.
Use small gestures, radically kind; raise 
    The floor; lift the roof. Drag the pond.
Dead weights, once loosed, will let you fly; the sky
    Will swim the lake again. The light will let
The darkness in and birds will swim and fissures
    Fly, and days half dead will never die again. 
—Bendigo Botanic Gardens. Easter Morning
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A T T I K I  O D O S 

Matina Doumos

M A T I N A  D O U M O S

Matina Doumos was born and raised in Melbourne though now lives mostly in Greece, where she works in the organic agriculture 
sector. As well as writing poetry she has translated various texts and poems from Greek into English, and also written articles 
of botanical interest. Recently her poems and translations have been published in Hecate Journal , Southerly, Antipodes (a Global 
Journal of Australian/New Zealand Literature), and Antipodes (Journal of the Greek Australian Cultural League).

© Matina Doumos

Attiki Odos 

The tunnel exits where Middle-Earth begins,
and if the sky seemed harsher long ago,
the shallow vineyards shadowless beneath
a hammerhead of light, if the hills bared
patched and broken flanks, sordid from 
misuse; blame it on my eyes. For since 
this love never chosen was granted,
I see a face made only lovelier by tears.

The Freeway hurtles on. Blank-masked now
her monstrous guards salute, still faithful
to a vision, erased but not forgotten; 
their rusting limbs gesticulate and moan 
as I walk past. How grass will crackle underfoot 
I know, how thistles bend to whip back with 
a vengeance; how colored plastic cartridge
shells will litter the birdless terrain.

And the rocks I will stumble on, stones 
that still wear, as abandoned dogs do, 
the touch of human hands. Each marks 
a territory no one returns to; a place where
earth unleashes her litany in spring, 
unheard above the traffic. I watch as a scrap
of flotsam flies free on transitory wings, 
and know my journey’s end can be no other.
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Tapers

The wicks, the wax, the smiling monk,
dipping one into the other, making tapers.

They smell of honey; light one, 
and become a golden icon I could worship.

See how the wax cleaves to its wick 
with body, mind and soul? This is the monk.
 
And the flame that licks at darkness’ shore,
his lion rampant of desire. O my darling 

terra incognita, a taper for your coin,
awaits you on the wooden warden’s pew;

the monk will make ten thousand more,
and each one leave embossed in gold, 

a form, a face, two honey-scented hands,
a kiss upon the goblin walls of time.

So light one, let it puddle in the sand; 
see how the bee comes foraging? This is me.

A T T I K I  O D O S 

Thorn Tree

Buckled onto
burning shale
the thorn tree is home 
to countless creatures.

Flocks of stars
shattered by time
roost in her branches
before journeying on.

For the man who hung
in her jealous shade
some say she dyed
her petals red;

that wicked as
the sun is cruel
she’ll tolerate no
other of her kind.

M A T I N A  D O U M O S

© Matina Doumos
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B I O L U M I N E S C E N C E

Michael J. Leach

M I C H A E L  J  L E A C H

Michael J. Leach is an Australian academic and poet who lives on Dja Dja Wurrung country and acknowledges the traditional 
custodians of the land. He teaches and conducts research at the Monash University School of Rural Health, Bendigo. Michael’s 
poems are published or forthcoming in Plumwood Mountain, NatureVolve, Jalmurra, Rabbit, Meniscus, Cordite, Blue Bottle Journal, 
The Blue Nib, the Medical Journal of Australia, the Antarctic Poetry Exhibition, and elsewhere. His poetry has also been anthologised 
in One Surviving Poem: Forty-Two Poets Select the Poem they Most Want to Survive (In Case of Emergency Press, 2019), No News: 
90 Poets Reflect on a Unique BBC Newscast (Recent Work Press, 2020), and Still You: Poems of Illness and Healing (Wolf Ridge 
Press, 2020). His debut poetry collection is the chapbook Chronicity (Melbourne Poets Union, 2020).

© Michael J. Leach

Bioluminescence

I swim out to sea 
and tread choppy waters
lit by the light of our resident star.

Before a rip can pull me into oblivion,
I swim back to the comfort of our summery beach
to lay supine upon warm sands of leisure
and hold grains that glitter like distant suns.

The dry sand on my palm blows away in the blustery
wind that made the last wave crash into wet sand.

I arise to walk this rugged coastline for hours
in search of something far less grainy,
in need of something so smooth so exquisite so pure
that it’s both down-to-earth        &        transcendent.

In time, I find a pearly nautilus shell
that fills my aural canals with its eloquence.

Oceania’s voice summons me back to the deep,
to waters that grow calmer & darker 
with the fading
light of a long midsummer’s day.

I swim out to sea 
and tread tranquil waters
in which there’s now an eye-catching bloom

of gracefully pulsating crystal jellies
that defy the gloom with their luminescence.
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B I O L U M I N E S C E N C E

The Natural State

down in Tasmania,               the air is perennially cooler
down in Tasmania  ,             platypus grow up to three times larger
down in Tasmania    ,           resident tigers remain in living memory
down in Tasmania      ,         resident devils still survive
down in Tasmania        ,       one is always close to the coast
down in Tasmania          ,     one is relatively close to Antarctica
down in Tasmania            ,   beer is still brewed from mountain waters
down in Tasmania              , orchards of apples grow in the absence of pests
down in Tasmania                 , ancient trees grow ever higher in the absence of fire

M I C H A E L  J  L E A C H

© Michael J. Leach

Central Victorian Summer

in Bendigo
at the dawn of summer—

scent of burnt wood
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L O N G  T A B L E

Miriam Hechtman

Long Table

Shallow soup bowls
With gold rims
Holding the broth 
The life force
She at one end of the long table
Ladling out love for her kin 
Her hand-sewn apron tied to her small frame
Pillowcases and sheets reused and refashioned 
Her chair closest to the kitchen
A fast getaway for the breathing in 
Of smoke
The breathing out of burden
He at the other end of the long table
Holding court
Counting his blessings
Guests to his right
Guests to his left
Raising his crystal glass to toast 
Every bit of wonder
Every set of eyes 
Every whisper of his honouring
Every nod to his survival, his arrival, his revival
And this is how they lived 
Bookends 
Holding the family
Together
Apart
Within and without
This long table 
With its feast and its famine
Its triumph and its defeat
Its secrets and its lies
No matter 
It fed them 

M I R I A M  H E C H T M A N

Miriam Hechtman is an Australian writer, producer and poet. She is the founder and creative director of Poetica, a live poetry and 
music initiative and co-presenter and producer of WORDSMITH – the poetry podcast. She is also the editor and curator of The 
Alphabet of Women (Ginninderra Press 2021). An avid traveller, currently Miriam is based in Sydney with her husband and two 
daughters. www.movingtrainsproductions.com

© Miriam Hechtman
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Phone home

Invisible lines
Extra terrestrial signs
Grief bears witness here 

L O N G  T A B L E M I R I A M  H E C H T M A N

© Miriam Hechtman
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F I S H I N G  W I T H  S E A M U S

Moya Pacey

M O Y A  P A C E Y

Moya Pacey published her third collection Doggerland with Recent Work Press in 2020. Both of her previous poetry collections 
Black Tulips (Recent Work Press) and The Wardrobe were shortlisted for the ACT Writers Centre Poetry Award and she published 
One Last Border (Ginninderra Press) poetry for refugees with Sandra Renew and Hazel Hall. Her poems have been anthologised, 
and most recently published in  Canberra Times, Blue Nib, London Grip, Burrow, Fem Asia, Axon, Cicerone Journal, ARTEMISPoetry 
UK, Meniscus, Terrain, Silence Anthology (University of Canberra) and longlisted in 2019 for the University of Canberra Interna-
tional Poetry Competition. She is a founding editor of the women’s on-line poetry journal Not Very Quiet. In October 2018, she 
was Poet in Residence at the Elizabeth Bishop House in Great Village, Nova Scotia, Canada. She has an MA in Creative and Life 
Writing from Goldsmiths College, University of London.

© Moya Pacey

Fishing with Seamus

Lured by the pull of your voice,
you hook me to the weight 
of my father, born in that town 
in the gabled house that stood
by the bridge, that arched 
the clear waters of his boyhood. 
The Moyola river, where he stepped 
stones laid for an easy crossing, 
or stood on the muddy bank 
to flick a line and reel 
in a fat, brown trout. 
Seamus, you shoal words my way, 
like the steady flow of mackerel
running with the tide. I feel, 
the tug of the silver harvest,
‘catch my heart off guard, 
     and blow it wide open.’

Note 
‘catch my heart off guard, 
                             and blow it wide open.’ 
                                              - Postscript, Seamus Heaney.
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When I play Mary in the Christmas Play

I feel lost wearing my gymslip in the playground 
without Mary’s blue robe and white veil.
Girls come up to me prodding my puppy fat,
Well, are you?
They say you are. 
I don’t know what they mean.
All I know is each night, when I 
put on Mary’s clothes, cover my hair, 
stand in the spotlight waiting for Gabriel, 
the archangel, to give me my cue, 
‘Behold the handmaid of the Lord,’ 
I am Mary soon-to-be the Mother of God. 
Twelve years old and a Virgin. 
Perfect for the part. 

F I S H I N G  W I T H  S E A M U S

Stair Lift

As I place a foot on the first step, I see him 
seated on the chair, that moves up and down.
He’s wearing a blue, open-collared shirt, trousers,

ironed with a knife-edged crease from knee 
to ankle, stiff white handkerchief in his top pocket.
Hands gripping the arms of the seat. There’s room 

for me to walk beside to check he won’t fall. 
I wish I didn’t think of this. 
I’d rather remember him that Christmas,

standing at the ‘North Star Bar’. Hands 
pouring my drink so strong, I tripped 
coming down the stairs. I blamed 

my two-inch, red, brand-new, platform shoes.
Never him.

M O Y A  P A C E Y

© Moya Pacey
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T H E  G R E A T  R O O T E D  B E D

Penelope Layland

P E N E L O P E  L A Y L A N D

Penelope Layland is a Canberra poet and former journalist and speechwriter. Her 2018 book Things I’ve thought to tell you since I 
saw you last (Recent Work Press) was shortlisted for the Kenneth Slessor Prize and the ACT Book of the Year, and was the poetry 
winner in the ACT Writing and Publishing Awards. Her most recent book, Nigh, was published by Recent Work Press in 2020.

© Penelope Layland

The Great Rooted Bed

 (to Odysseus)

I am fallow.
 
In quietude.
 
Lying low, as they say: 
taking required rest.
 
Birds, long-legged, 
flew from here 
last autumn
with weightless grace
to warmth.
The sallow sun now sails
its lowest ellipse.
 
It was winter when
I wed, too:
 
winter bride-bed,
winter child-bed.
 
Winter death-bed, too,
I do not doubt,
and all the frigid linen between.
 
Do you hear me,
my man
of disappearance?

continued overleaf...
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The Great Rooted Bed    contd...

I

Romantic seeming—at first:
you ordered the making
of a nuptial bed 
from a living tree.
Fork spread and well-mattressed
that we might couple, formally
without the physics of joinery,
the sound of joining,
risk of collapse.

The bed was wettish, always. Sappy.
No wicking of it away.
Pillows plumped with sweat of dreams
or flattened by exertions.

II

Was this always your way of escape,
your plan for going—
our bed being living, breeze-moved
but immovable,
sap still flowing, inexorable,
enfolding and carnivorous,
clutching till your return?

When I woke, wet petals had closed about me.

T H E  G R E A T  R O O T E D  B E D

III

Oh, but remember
times beforetime—
before the bed, on riverbanks
or heels grounded, grinding on riverbeds
with gushings and soundings?
In audible tents and other visible places?

How is it now, that we have found
such rigidity,
such rootedness,
and in rootedness 
such hardened pillows?

IV

Besides, you are gone
so many years that wildings
and regrowth feather forth
from our mattress slats, grafted
with unimagined fruit— apricots,
figs even, pierced by wasp.
And moulds bloom wildly
and black on my bridal drapes.
Rot invades our stump.

IV

Most nights I stretch here
slovenly, in brocade wrapped,
studded with mumbled,
tumbling crumbs and scraps.
Let me mouth and tongue 
my smooth chocolates
in peace, beast—
at least we had no brat but one
and he too has run.
Suitors come—
I send them back without tasting
but they hang about like tom cats.
I can smell them in my sleep.

P E N E L O P E  L A Y L A N D

© Penelope Layland
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T H R E E  P O E M S  F R O M  ‘I D E A S   O F  TR A V E L’

Peter Boyle

P E T E R  B O Y L E

Peter Boyle is a Sydney-based poet and translator of poetry. He has nine books of poetry published and eight books as a translator 
of poetry from Spanish. His most recent collection is Notes Towards the Dreambook of Endings (Vagabond Press, 2021). In 2020 
his book Enfolded in the Wings of a Great Darkness won the New South Wales Premier’s Award for Poetry.

© Peter Boyle

Three poems from ‘Ideas of Travel’

You come with your request list --
it is overwhelming most of all
because it is blank --
infinity is blankness.
Hunger would be too easy --- 
love, remembrance banal, no better
than all the simple asks:
that the purple blossoms of the jacaranda
should stay all year; that summer 
should hold you so tightly 
you would go on breathing its fragrance 
beyond death.

The infinite blankness
of the page you are holding
shines, awkward and alone, 
in its own space.
And the poem you and I are writing now,
on our separate sides of the void, 
glitters as impossibly as silence, 
beyond the rim of vision at first, casually there
like a leaf travelling down through the sky
in its perfect, once-only
trajectory. 

-----------------------

continued overleaf...
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Three poems from ‘Ideas of Travel’  contd...

I was riding over the snow
when the bell began ringing. The bell the monks tend
in the depths of the river. I was in a carved
wooden chair with enormous wheels
that moved all by itself. Alone in the nowhere space
where the trees are gaunt candles
blazing with silence. I was fleeing
the life of my former body
and a long way still from
the life to come.

And the bell rang clear, once only,
from somewhere under the ice --
from a cave where my ancestors dwell.
At that moment I heard the scrape of a quill
making its way across an infinite
scroll of parchment. Inscribing
the story of a journey several lifetimes ago 
to the earth’s surface.
Perhaps the chair I was in would take me
to see my ancestors. And meanwhile
the small silver bell sounded again,
announcing the end of daylight.
From every horizon the snow closed in. 

-----------------------

T H R E E  P O E M S  F R O M  ‘I D E A S   O F  TR A V E L’

Music for the five princesses
at the court of the Great Shining:
they know all the moves of the dance,
the stately steps, the perfected gestures
of eyes on midnight stairwells;
they know the spinning floors
multiplied across mirrored ceilings,
the different meanings feet shape
curving under lamplight;
they know the protocols.
Grief they don’t know.

Music for the five princesses
in their five towers 
studying roses and stars:
they know the pruning of stalks
and the tuning of stars;
they know the arboreta,
the astral winds and the astrolabe;
they know the procedures set down
for the astronomer’s sky-opening tent.
The bones’ deep pain, the heart’s emptiness
they don’t know.

Music for the five princesses
in their wide chambers west of the whirlwind:
they know the arts of the palette,
the subtle tinctures of paints, of perfumes,
the herbarium’s secret grace,
the delicacy of swan song.
Love’s grief they don’t know
and death is a far distant country.

P E T E R  B O Y L E

© Peter Boyle
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S E L F  T E N S E S

Philip Muir

P H I L I P  M U I R

Philip lives in Auckland, New Zealand.  When not consumed by lawyer life, he throws words at a page and hopes they stick, 
though he often enjoys the challenge of strict poetry formats.  He has had poems published in The Blue Nib, Cordite Poetry Review 
and Fast Fibres.  He regularly performs his poetry live and organises a local Auckland poetry group.

© Philip Muir

Solidarity

In the freedom of observation, sentiment may fester, unbridled
It is distance that breathes life into ambition 
Hope into complacency
Like into love

Hovering in a murky haze of memories, dreams and desires
It is solace that smooths the blade of passion
Sinking deep into flesh
That gathers

Protected, is a will given only to the wall that stifles the view
It is warmth that sucks the marrow of adventure
An over-enthusiastic sacrifice
Offered continuously

Collected, threads of influence buffeted in harmonic motion
It is the medium that precipitates the movement
Not the simple, inert filament
That extends

In the restriction of receipt, activity is spawned, precisely confined
It is action that slackens the reins of complacency
The inertia of pessimism
The retreat
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Self Tenses

Past
A blunder made historically lives long inside the mind
An aberration in benevolence
Or worse, an opportunity to which the eyes were blind
Now coldly clear, the callous consequence
How could you act so stupidly, you really should have known
You forced me down to pick the pieces up
No means by which to compensate, nor values to condone
You left a faded, broken, poisoned cup
I’m limping through the ashes in a storm of discontent
Stand battered with debris of my regret
Time does not wipe the pages that composed this sad lament
Nor lend a hand to those whose ways are set
No longer here to face up to your faults
My wounds burn, as you rub your toxic salt

Present
Enslaved by reputation, habit, pain and diffidence
I will be better once I shed these loads
This mind, this soul, is here in time - this fleeting residence
Reaping what those moments past have sowed
Inconsequential interest that leads the mind astray
From who I know I really want to be
It doesn’t matter anyway, I think I’ll be okay
I feel I’ve got a perfect destiny
Improvement, the mysterious and enigmatic end
With time, the brutal slaver, in control
I must abide before the moment fades, to past condemned
If missed, another arrow through the soul
Now pull yourself together, don’t delay
Your future calls, a king you can’t betray

S E L F  T E N S E S

Future
Flying over rainbows, glowing sceptre to the fore
He will subdue all hurdles in his way
His competence in everything, it fills my mind with awe
Majestic theoretical display
A soothing reassurance in complacency of now
Sit back and let the awesomeness arrive
Best not to risk future rebuke, restraint I thus allow
Hold back the steps I need to take to thrive
All those things I want to do, mundane will not displace
My dreams and aspirations so fulfilled
Although it’s hypothetical, that me I now embrace
Towards him there’s no need I see to build
I contemplate the journey of the climb
As I recline into the folds of time

P H I L I P  M U I R
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Phillip Hall

W E  A R E P H I L L I P  H A L L

Phillip worked for many years as a teacher of outdoor education and sport throughout regional and remote Australia. He now 
resides in the Melbourne suburb of Sunshine where he is a passionate member of the Western Bulldogs Football Club. Phillip’s 
poetry, essays and reviews can be seen in such spaces as Best Australian Poems, The Blue Nib, Cordite Poetry Review & Plumwood 
Mountain while his poetry collections include Sweetened in Coals (Ginninderra Press), Borroloola Class (IPSI), Fume (UWAP) and 
(as editor) Diwurruwurru: Poetry from the Gulf of Carpentaria (Blank Rune Press). Phillip co-publishes the poetry e-journal, Burrow, 
at: https://oldwaterratpublishing.com. And his brand-new poetry collection is Cactus. 
This can be ordered at: https://recentworkpress.com/books/product/cactus/

© Phillip Hall

Elgin’s Marbles

 (after Michael Scott’s, Who Were the Greeks? SBS TV)

We hear him
quote J.S. Mill that Marathon is more important
in English history than Hastings, a conquest column
inscribed along a bronze helmet’s rim
where victory odes gloat
in vinegar and blood broth 
and those bitten by defeat 
are forced to slink down alleys, shunned
like defect babies, where even the sacrifice 
of dogs can’t purify; and pankration wrestling is cryptic
prophecy where those disarmed
fight to the death; and drunken 
centaurs and giants, in Persian dress, row
into the confusion of the straights
while above it all the Panathenaic Way
is a sacred olive branch gorged
on marble dust,
and gods are the spoils
of all our arts as a gold wreath rises
with the Parthenon in technicolor riot
over the humdrum; this is his television 
radiant in the perfect proportions
of the male nude, but for women
a veil is worn,
while he casts the goddess
troublemaker, and his regret
is being blown off course
from the sanctuary of Apollo
at Delos where a monument to Dionysus
is armed as a good luck phallus.
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We Are

…troweling through that God Almighty squabble
in a cross-sectioned trench that exposes
me, stretches of incorporeality
from now, back to conception and beyond
through all those Scottish/Jewish tradesmen and housewives (so righteous
despite the odd weed) with the occasional
rabbi and hell-fire-and-brimstone
Jew-for-Jesus thrown-in – what a jam

of blood

Finally reading Fagles’s verse translation of 
The Iliad (about time
the godly complaint) where a fairytale castle is studded
with coriander, cumin, rose petals, saffron and gold 
and, while one young prince is obsessed with his
apples and all those glistening
love locks, another is the bulwark of shining nobility
but still, both are grassed
and placed at the head of a very long queue
where all are offered
the agonies of spilt brains and shaming

throbbing chants

Given by Gods
to black clouds of grief, shackled fast
to panic and taunted by years
of agony all for their terrible beauty – 

and Gods mutter amongst themselves

W E  A R E

Flattened by these storm-cloud theologies
that shoulder crests, wave upon wave
surges of strife
tearing bronze; godly hordes of unceasing
vortex massing like flies over the holy aura of the hill, and from heaven
earth-shakers loosen disaster 
where the sabotaged and judged       

are weighed down… 

P H I L L I P  H A L L
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I N S I D E  O F  Y O U

Tracie Lark

T R A C I E  L A R K

© Tracie Lark

Roses are Red

Roses are red
they are the quintessential 
gift at birth, at life, at death
and they sit in a vase littering petals upon
unopened mail, untouched,
they close, they crouch, they shrivel
into dehydrated garnishes,
for memories revived - 
on bannered names, on skulls, 
on biceps, on breasts, on ankles 
as adhered permanence in a life with loss
there is nothing more ironic than
a red rose as a motif of love.
Everything beautiful when touched has thorns. 
Look a red rose in the eye and tell me you don’t see shadows
tell me you don’t see pockets of fuzz-skinned secrets and chaos
tell me you don’t see anthropological layers of lives once lived
or logarithmic spirals from the
turn and grow
turn and grow
turn and grow
tell me you don’t see a stem unfurling
from the pressure of trying to 
hold the universe together
tell me you don’t see a maze -
a wayside for weary hearts
tell me you don’t see darkness in a red rose.
Roses are red with ego - 
they only open with light yet brood with darkness
ah, the red rose, a flaw on a green bush,
a mere weed of trickery, over promising
a Utopian universe
a Fibonacci galaxy
manifesting the cosmos.
How can I hold that in my hand
knowing tomorrow it will be gone?

Tracie Lark aka The Literary Gangster is an Australian high school English teacher living in the native bushland of New Zealand. 
Tracie’s poems Hell’s Gate and My Elegant Hoon are published in Irish Literary Journal The Blue Nib, her poem Ancient Beauty is 
beautifully presented in the Australian Earthwords & Artlings Anthology, and Burn and Twirl features in Curiouser Magazine’s 
inaugural issue. Her poems, Sunsets With The Edgewalker, Stand On A Limb, and Tell Me You Love Me are published in Northland 
New Zealand’s Fast Fibres poetry anthologies. Tracie often ponders the idea that what is light is also dark, and so this is often 
reflected in her poetry.
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Moonrise

We watch the moon rise 
a full and yellow yolk
thighs comforting thighs

the sky, a tomb, 
with pregnant moon -
might set before time’s due

dampened by the darkest blue
waning womb, and lover, you,
I will tell you goodbye

to find a place where your
genes can orbit around earth 
for many moons

and I will settle then soak like dust
in to the core, melt away 
with magna unless, your heart

proves more waxing than your DNA
and my sense of me will fade 
from guilt to realisation of another way

another narrative
another ending
another path

like a dyslexic love
an ecliptic judge
a chrysalus mother

born but stuck
in the cocoon that
hangs from the moon

I N S I D E  O F  Y O U

Inside Of You

You tucked away all of his secrets
inside of you

the way an albatross might
consume plastics

his toxins release into your bloodstream
occupy your brain

sheathing thoughts in choked layers
until riddled

they evacuate as holepunched notes
where did I put my keys
did I leave the stove on
tell me your phone number again

until your brain became a shredder
where am I
what day is it
who are you

We watch you fade amongst the sands of time
sands which, when the wind blows expose

       the caps from the bottles he drank
       the lighter from the fire of lies he set upon us
       and the heirloom plastic comb he used to brush over the truth
      as I plead against the family motto with ignorance is amiss.

You slipped away from us all
inside of you

the way an albatross corpse decays revealing
the trash which consumed it.

T R A C I E  L A R K
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T W E N T Y - F O U R  H O U R S  I N  T H E  L I F E  O F  A  H E A R T

Tricia Dearborn

Astroturf

you may try to cover the rich soil of your life 
with an unassailable veneer   

you may wish your life to have 
an implacable washable surface   

you may try to tuck under this façade 
your unsuitable longings, the grief 

that haunts you decades after the fact  
you may endeavour not to be real 

because being real has felt like danger   
but life has its own designs 

and cares little for yours
like the chart of genetic traits I found 

on the ground outside the school   
transformed to a paper plane

you may think it within your power to forgo 
the worms the rot the foliage the flowers  

for the sake of appearances
for the sake of peace

but I answer you with a lawn I saw 
on this morning’s walk: 

cats will shit on astroturf   
plants grow through it

T R I C I A  D E A R B O R N

Tricia Dearborn is an award-winning Australian poet, writer and editor. Her latest books are Autobiochemistry (UWA Publishing, 
2019), and She Reconsiders Life on the Run (International Poetry Studies Chapbooks, 2019). Her previous poetry collections are 
The Ringing World and Frankenstein’s Bathtub. Her work has been widely published in literary journals in Australia, as well as 
internationally and online, and featured in anthologies including The Anthology of Australian Prose Poetry, Contemporary Australian 
Poetry and Australian Poetry since 1788. She is on the editorial board of Plumwood Mountain, an online journal of ecopoetry and 
ecopoetics, and was a judge of the 2019 University of Canberra Vice-Chancellor’s International Poetry Prize. She also writes fiction: 
‘The Case of G: A Child Raised by Trains’ won the 2020 Neilma Sidney Short Story Prize. 
You can find her on Twitter @TriciaDearborn and Facebook
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Twenty-four hours 
in the life of a heart

To see why my heartbeat halts    then bounds, my doctor 
advises a Holter monitor, a 24-hour ECG. Now I am embraced 
by wires, in the grip of technology, its cool unbending 
curiosity, its exhaustive reports. Which can only cover so 
much. The data won’t include my heart’s inclinations, its 
headlong joys, its quirks, its history of harms. The heart as 
cowering rescue dog. The heart as time-lapse lotus flower 
that opens, glows, when my love’s hand finds mine in the 
dark. 

         The monitor hangs at waist height 
from a cord around my neck. It’s smooth and cold and strange 
as the knowledge that one day the actions it records will 
cease. I consider the ways we surveil the body, hoping 
perhaps to master our fates. I admire the heart’s work, its 
muscular movement hydraulically shifting what’s needed 
from a to b, every cell in the body touched by its beneficence, 
its labour. 

             Exactly 24 hours later I’m back at 
pathology being unwired. Angry skin encircles the spots 
where the seven electrodes were. When I visit my doctor I 
learn that in the span of a day my heart experienced rare 
ventricular ectopics 8 only plus couplets and triplets and 
runs of bigeminy, otherwise sinus rhythm at 77 beats per 
minute. In other words: normal. 

       Each day for a week I apply aloe 
vera squeezed from a leaf to the circular welts. Meanwhile, 
my heart and the me that surrounds it mark in our separate 
ways the intervals of ordinary  days — occasionally leap, 
occasionally stumble, then fall back into rhythm and beat on. 

T W E N T Y - F O U R  H O U R S  I N  T H E  L I F E  O F  A  H E A R T T R I C I A  D E A R B O R N
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Nutmeg. Photograph by Mark Ulyseas.
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